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Fr. Joseph Redican, C.S.B.

President

Dear St

When a period of our life, such as our time at St. Michael's goes very

well, we have this desire to see time stand still. We wish, we even pray

that nothing ever changes!

While this sentiment is understandable, leaving our lives as they are

is simply not an option, and if it were, it would be a tremendously

damaging one. God is always calling us to change, not just for the sake

of change, but so that we may be transformed into more loving and

happy people.

My prayer for you is when you look at the pages of this yearbook and

think of the times you had at St. Mike's, you will have memories of

fun and success. But I also pray that you will see how you have

continued over the intervening years to grow in God's infinite love.

Fr. Joseph Redican, C.S.B.



As the 2008-09 school year draws to an end, it is a good time to

reflect on the past year. Memories of success and busvneRs

immediately arise to the surface.

St. Michael's College School continues to enjoy outstanding academic

success. Parents, staff and students are all to be applauded for the

part they play in creating such a positive result. As our graduates

move on to new chapters in their academic lives, I wish them nothing

but success and thank them for their contributions to the school.

Life beyond the classroom continues to make the College very

vibrant. The involvement of so many different stakeholders makes

the school such a special place. A willingness by all to share their gifts

and talents allows for such success. I encourage each of you to keep

up the good work.

Mr. Joseph Brisbois
Mr. Joseph Brisbois

Principal



Fr. Dr. Daniel Zorzi, C.S.B.

1960 - 2009

Fr. Daniel Zorzi came to St. Michael's College School in 2000 after

several rich and varied ministerial experiences as pastor, campus

minister, and a canon lawyer. It was under his Presidency that the new

addition to the school was completed, and the turf field installed. A
capable administrator, Fr. Zorzi was also known for generously granting

acts of random snow days, "breaking the fun barrier," toilet papered

homilies, towel torn turkeys, spontaneously joining hockey games and

forgetting what period he taught. He left St. Michael's in 2005 to serve

the church in other capacities. His untimely death reminds us to

cherish those closest to us, to enjoy the gift of friendship and our time

at the College school. Fr. Zorzi taught his confreres, staff, friends and

students that devotion to God is not a dour occupation but a

celebration. He was a Basilian priest who served well and faithfully all

those in his care and he is muchly missed by the St. Michael's College

School Community.

Fr. Fulton, C.S.B.
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President

Nicholas Mersch

Charity Charity

Dnvicl Di F011/.0 Michael Bazzocchi

Environment Environment
Nicholas Salvatore Kevin Carmona-Muiphy

Grade 12 Rep.

Igsung So

Grade 11 Rep.

William New

Grade 10 Rep.

Elliot Park

Communications Communications
Jonathan Emmanuel Joe Loretto

Student Life

Marco Santelli

Grade 9 Rep.

Peter Dyloco

Grade 8 Rep.

Vittorio Phone

Moderator

Mr. John Walsh

The St. Michael's College School Student Government, an elected body under

the direction of Mr. Walsh, strives to take the students beyond academic

excellence by organizing a number of events and activities that will promote

school spirit, pride and unity. This past year the Student Government

activity was highlighted by running two successful dances, and reaching out

to the greater community with the annual Thanksgiving and Christmas Food

Drives. The Student Government would like to thank everyone for their

contribution and support.
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(L-R) Back Row: Ben Ma, Evan Hookong-Taylor, Nick Smith,

Nick Drotos, Sean Dougan, Jeff Zhang. Front Row: Marco Santelli,

Jocelyn Mino, John Wakefield, Lanz Clavel, Simon Da Silva, Daniel

enjamin, Gabriel Petitpas Fung. Absent: Andrew Ferazzuti

It's all about doing art without due dates or marks while listening to music! The
Art Club was held on Thursdays after school for all students regardless of their

grade or their artistic skills. Students worked in materials ranging from clay, metal

embossing to silk screened t-shirts to name a few. Some select students also had

the opportunity to work on the sets for the musical "Damn Yankees." Finished

art works were showcased at the Annual Art Show in May.

The Anime Club met every other Thursday to watch films and discuss

animation techniques, latest films, and visual styles of the Japanese art

form. John Wakefield, as president of the club, organized meetings and

end of the year celebrations.

(L-R) Darcy White, Erio Zucchet, Mrs. Pignetti, Patrick Paolini, Nick

Reddon, Matthew Nestico, Michael Mansourati, Esiri Oputu, Nathaniel

Tannis, Patrick Ormonde, Andrew Sobolewsky
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(L-R) Top Row: Brandon Mackenzie, Michael Chua, Ed Lien, Joey

Chow, Hojun Yoon, Steven Levine, Anthony Ho, Jensen Swampillai,

David Lion, Marco Santelli, Igsung So. Bottom Row: Ryan Chang,

Will Wong, Sean Lum, Tyler Hayward, Lanz Clavel, Adrian Wan.

Absent: Fr. Chui, C.S.B.

The Asian Association is a club run by Fr. Chui, C.S.B., to promote

Asian culture and society to the students at St. Michael's College

School. This club allows members to socially interact with other

Asian Clubs from schools including Loretto Abbey, St. Joe's

College School, St. Joes Morrow Park, Brebeuf, and St. Michael's

Choir School. Events for this club range from small group meetings

to Asian Semi Formals, sport nights, and much more.

(L-R) Back Row: David Lion, Scott Kim, Keith Lee, Fr. Reddy, C.S.B.,

Raymond Lee. Front Row: Jensen Swampillai, Lanz Clavel

The Asian Chess Club was founded this year by Scott Kim.

Open to everyone in die school, the club focuses on the skill

required to play Korean Chess and Chinese Chess. Those who

joined were intrigued by the difference between European

Chess and the varieties of Asian Chess. We hope to have the

club up and running again in the coming school year.

</tc£ooi-tCe&' I 15



Hiris Cundari, Mr. Di Leo, Peter Rea, Daniel

This year's Briscola Tournament was hosted by the Italian Club and

moderated by Mr. Di Leo. This tournament demonstrates the strength

of Italian spirit in the yellow brick walls of St. Michael's College School.

Thanks go to all the players that participated. Congratulatons to the

winners Peter Rea and Daniel Crimi and to second place finishers

Tncpt-iVi T)i Michele an^ Rnhprf Pnlitann

(L-R) Back Row: Mr. Fifield, Nick Zalenczuk, Conor O'Muiri, Anthony Ho. Next Row:

Next Row: MarkGrecc

Michael Panno, Tim Spencer, Cameron Cherry, Domenico Di Carlo. Front Row: Christt

pher Paolini. Absent: Stephen Di Fonzo, Sean Dougan, Thomas Panno, Matt Turano

The Athletic Association was responsible for the following events in the

school: 2nd Annual Co-ed Frisbee Tournament with Loretto Abbey,

The Badminton Club, The Badminton Tournament, The Weight Room Club,

Intramural Soccer, Intramural Ice Hockey, and Intramural Basketball. Our

mandate is to serve student needs. If students would like an intramural sport

or activity, the Athletic Association can make it happen.

OUWl'
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(L-R) Mr. Fischer, Michael Paulo, Timothy Burke, Andrea Villacci, David Mauti, Aman
Yimmesghen, Chris Burke, Humbert Sin, Dehan Gomez. Absent: George Bucur, Matt

Campbell, Michael Halamicek, Will Kitchens, Jonathan Osinchuk, Kevin Terceros

A famous proverb says "Give a man a fish and feed him for a day; teach a

man to fish and feed him for life." For the past several years, St. Michael's

students have been helping to improve the lives of hundreds of elementary

students in needy areas of Toronto. Volunteers have been giving the life-

changing gift of improved learning by mentoring students in literacy skills,

reading, writing, mathematics, and homework completion. In 2009,

St. Michael's students donated some 300 hours to this valuable program.

On a weekly basis volunteers mentored close to 50 elementary school

students in their academic studies at St. Alphonsus School. Students attended

information and training sessions and were eager to help "feed others for life."

The program concluded with a graduation party where the St. Michael's

students presented their St. Alphonsus counterparts with T-shirts, a

St. Michael's prayer card, and a graduation certificate.

(L-R) Mr. Vella, Liam Mather, Jonah Macan, Anthony Giagiari, Jonathon

Fossella, Michele Di Leo, Alec Dowell, Luca Tonin, Alex Belardi, Mr. Mancuso

Junior debaters practiced skills like impromptu speaking, examining a

witness, rebutting an opponent, and structuring a parliamentary style speech.

Junior debaters competed in the following tournaments:

Branksome Hall Novice Seminar

Pro Con Tournament at Brebeuf College

OSDU Junior Provincial Championships at York University

Nora McRae Tournament at Branksome Hall

Junior debaters met every Tuesday after school in room 122.

c/Zcti<>Ctietv I 17
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Destination Imagination is the world's largest problem solving competition. It taps into the different multiple intellegences of each

student. Its main program is an unconventional team learning experience where student teams from all over the world solve

mind-bending challenges. Teams are tested to think on their feet, work as a team, and devise original solutions that satisfy the

requirements of the challenges. Students gain more than just basic knowledge and skills - they learn to unleash their imaginations and

take unique approaches to problem solving.
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Michael Harvey

Andrew Harvey

Connor Sheridan

David Harris

Donald Scott

Nick Reddon

1 st in Ontario.

15th in The World.

This team focused on

Structural Engineering,

Construction,

Research, Innovation and

Design Process,

Mathematics, Theater Arts,

and Teamwork.

David Howard

Robinson Reford

Daniel Garbicz

tew Shun
1 1 • mi •

David Yu
Michael Yu

2nd in Ontario.

33rd in The World.

This team focused on Theater

Arts (Playwriting,

Scenic Design,

Construction, and Performing),

Animal Science

(Zoosemiotics), Research, and

Teamwork.

Michael Bazzocchi

Michael Danese

Gabriel Rivela

Lakmal Perera

Andrew Walker

Matthew Barozzino

on Crighton

8th in The World.

This team focused on

Technical Design and

Construction, Innovation and

Design Process, Research,

Experimentation, Strategic

Planning, Theater Arts,

and Teamwork.

Marc Lawrence

Michael Mah
Lucas Marques

Steven Atkinson

David Lee

4th in Ontario.

This team focused on

Structural Engineering,

ion, Research,

Innovation and Design

Process, Mathematics, Theater

Arts, and
*~



The film club began the year

by attending the Toronto

Film Festival. This year the

club produced two videos

"Scrooge" and "Men In

Blue."

(L-R) Back Row: Lorenzo Escobal, Andrew Ferrazzutti, Chris De Carlo,

Jeffery Zhang, Evan Hookong-Taylor, Aman Yimmesghen, Franco

Recchia. Front Row: Ms. Allevato, Kevin Badali, Chris Carrick.

Absent: Ms. Cserer, Mrs. Csenge

(L-R) Ms. Allevato, Andrew Ferrazzutti, Anthony Giagiari, Domenic

Marchese, Robert Longo, Gabriel Branyiczky. Absent: Joseph Luik,

Oscar Hernandez.

After learning how to make most of the basic game types like

mazes and Mario-style platforming games, every member was

able to design, animate, and program their own game.

(L-R) Michele Di Leo, Ms. Di Meglio, Matthew Lo Parco, Nick

Zawadski, Humbert Sin

The French Club strives to afford students studying French

the opportunity to develop an appreciation for the French

language and culture through a variety of activities. Student."

meet on a monthly to bimonthly basis. This year French Ch

members watched French movies, took part in a Halloween

scavenger hunt on campus, learned about how Christmas is

celebrated in France and other Francophone countries,

prepared les crepes for Mardi Gras, prepared les oeufs

mimosas for Easter, had lunch at a French restaurant and

much more On vous attend!
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(L-R) Elliot Mayhew, Cnstian Valentini, John Alexander Cho at

Queen's Park when they received their Silver Duke of Edinburgh

certificates.

The internationally recognized Duke of Edinburgh's Award

program was developed in 1956 by HRH Prince Philip, Duke

of Edinburgh, to encourage all youths ages 14 to 25 to pursue

interests in four areas - volunteer work, adventure tripping,

physical recreation, and skill development. The program offer;

the opportunity to set personal goals and achieve them. Upon

completion you will be recognized with a Bronze, Silver or

Gold Award.

(L-R) Front Row: Jal Bosley (Alive Outdoors), Hafiz Damji, Elliot Mayhew, Matthew O'Halloran, Alexander

Gasser, Grant Flagler, Robert Longo, Lorenzo Escobal, Connor Barker, Andrew Dawson, Alex Emeny.

Back Row: Daniel Di Giorgio, Michele Di Leo, Joshua Sekhar, Matthew Loparco, William Webb, Stephen

Colangelo, Niklas Benseler, Chris Barker, Ellery O'Hara, John Alexander Cho, Newton Wong, Lazaro Jay Gonzales,

Peter Loparco, Steven Monardo, Cameron McCracken, Chris De Carlo. Absent: Mrs. Cserer

(ft&bloCbieA' I 3>f
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(L-R) John Miniaci, Mr. Bissonnette, Michael D'Eath, Christopher Gerhardt.

Absent: Michael Panno, Jonathan Emmanuel, Cameron Cherry, Alex Moretto

In 2008, the Good Shepherd Centre served an average of

900 meals and snacks each day, a 25% increase over 2007.

St. Michael's students have been serving food, making beds,

and sorting food at the Good Shepherd Centre for the last

1 5 years.

(L-R) Mr. Quinn, Kevin Carmona-Murphy, Nick Salvatore, Jonathan Roth

(tree), Cameron McCracken, Mike Simone, Andrew Ferrazzutti. Absent:

Michael Yu, John Reiter

An ennead of bright young men and an excellent moderator is what

made up the Green Council for 2008-2009. The c.

projects throughout the year. Among them were a.» .u.»n

campaign to promote green living and sustainability; an effort to expand

the use of 100% post-consumer recycled paper within the school; and a

drive that raised over 300 signatures, from among our community, for the

WSPA petition in support of an "International Declaration of Animal

Welfare." The Green Council continues to improve "green" conditions at

the school, as well as to raise awareness of climate change and other

environmental issues among students and staff.

aa I 9°U 9°<mvu



The 2008/2009 school year was officially the beginning of the

St. Michael's College School History Society. The monumental moment
of its inception came on a snowy January afternoon when the elected

Executive Council, led by President Patrick Colangelo, and moderated by

Mr. Giancola, signed the SMCS Historical Society's Constitution. Since

then, the club immersed itself into various ideas of historical

participation. The first event was a Newsletter that hopes to be a yearly

publication and an insight into the topic of history. The club and its

members have extended outside the school's yellow brick walls as the

first and only Canadian member of the prestigious National History

Club of the United States. The society hopes to continue its growth and

would love to thank founding, graduating members who were

instrumental in the society's creation.

This past year marked the advent of a true student voice at

St. Michael's, the SMC Insider. This newsletter, founded

by grade 12 student Jonathan Emmanuel, feautured news,

sports updates and much more, all from a student

perspective. The Insider produced 6 issues over the course

of the year, and is in good shape to grow and expand its

horizons in the coming years, with new leadership taking

(L-R) Anthony Petrielli, Alex Moretto, Tyler Hayward, Daniel Pelaggi, Michael Corridore,

Jonathan Emmanuel, Frankie Megna. Absent: Michael De Paolis, Mr. Walsh

c/^OCtlOvUeA- I 33



(L-R) Back Row: David Wilson, John Reiter, Bryan Vardzel, Nick Studer,

Brendan Farrell, Ben Clune, Matt Leaper, Andrew Tonus, Joe Paolone, Griffin

Brown. Front Row: John Blair, Nick Hails, William New. Absent: Lucas

Meschino, Daniel Kearney, Cameron Cherry, Christopher Paolini, Dr. Doyle

In its second year, the SMCS Irish club continued to be a

visible presence in the school community. Club members

attended both welcome nights and were kept busy

answering questions from prospective students.The Irish

club met each week for a variety of activities. These

included playing the Irish sport of hurling, challenging the

Asian Association to two soccer matches (the first was a

tie, the second was won by the Irish club) and making club

T-shirts. The highlight of the year was the Green shirt day

held at the school on the Friday before March break, which

the club promoted.

Front Row (L-R) Justin Palmerini, Gianluca Canaletti, Robert DeSantis, Emilio

Di Giammarino, Stephen De Angelis, Michele Di Leo, Nicholas Tersigni, Anthony

Castiglione, Christian Iozzo Middle Row (L-R) Matthew Cressatti, Victor Piszczek,

Christopher Cundari, Gianni Pianosi, Steven De Santis, Michael Simone, Mr. Di Leo,

Victor Dri, Alexander Petrela-Sobotik, Alexander Ruggieri, Louie Inf'usino, David Di

Fonzo, Joseph Di Michele, Matthew Marin Back Row (L-R) Stefano Guglietti, Alex

Moretto, Andrew Del Fatti, Stephen Di Fonzo, Eric Battiston; Domenic Di Carlo,

Louis Polyzois, Andrew Ceolin, Michael Frutti, Mark Greco, Gianluca Ieraci

(L-R) Matthew Barrozino, Aaron Crighton. Absent: Mr. Vella

The Senior Debaters qualified for the national championships.
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(L-R) Back Row: Ms. Slowikowski, Timothy Kavanagh, Ronald D'Souza, Stephen Yu,

Michael Joseph, Andrew Kiel, Michael Bazzocchi, Christopher Gerhardt. Front Row:

Patrick Colangelo, Domenico Di Carlo, Victor Dri, Michael Simone, Louie Infusino.

Absent: Michael Corridore, Grant Flagler

(L-R) Ms. Slowikowski, Peter Dyloco, Matthew De Santis, Ronald D'Souza, Timothy

Kavanagh, Robert Parolin, Andrew Kiel, Dominik Svehla, Andrew Gubasta, Michael Joseph,

Michael Bazzocchi (President), Raymond Lee (Director of Service), Christopher Gerhardt

(Vice President), Alex Oberc (Director of Service). Absent: Jackson Poldrugovac, Kevin

Clio, Hafiz Damji, Elliot White, Mike Wetoszka, Acton Clarkin

Social Justice and Leadership are both student run organizations at St. Michael's College School which try to raise awareness of i
,

foster a culture of leadership. By discussing current events, we become aware of the world around us. Besides raising awareness, we also

charities and goods for the homeless. Our objective is to become global citizens who care for the world around us as well as leaders in our community. We

believe it is our duty to help those less fortunate than ourselves. This year we raised funds to continue to sponsor Henry, a boy in Uganda. We organized the 30

Hour Famine which raises funds for World Vision. With nearly 400 students participating, we raised almost 10,000 dollars! We also organized a very

successful "Pennies for Poverty" competition and raised nearly 3,000 dollars in change. Social Justice students volunteered their time at the Good Shepherd

Refuge. Leadership students organized a Special Olympics Day at St. Michael's. Outside of the school, Leadership students organized the Toronto Trek for

Teens to benefit Covenant House, a teen shelter. As a student initiative, we are planning to organize a Run for Cancer next September. We are looking forward

to making a difference wherever we can.
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(L-R) John Wilson, Gianluca Mazzanti, Victor Dri, Josh McCaul, Nick Smith,

Mr. Mancuso, Mr. Lee. Absent: Gabriel Gallucci, Eric Pitre, Pedro Pessoa

This year the law society competed in the Ontario Charter

rVidllenge, a province-wide contest that gives participants the

ce to argue Charter issues in most appeal cases. This

spring's case centred on a student's right to post derogatory

comments regarding a teacher at his school to his social

networking site. Society members took sides representing the

student and the school board and wrote legal arguments for the

court of appeal.

J£ (that's mathematical pie) was being served during lunch

periods 4A & 4B on Day 4 in Room 122 from the months of

September to February. With the help of teacher-moderators,

Mr. Coghlan and Mrs. Dankowycz, dedicated members of the

Junior Math Club met on a weekly basis to work on challenging

math problems in preparation for the Pascal and Cayley contests

which took place in February of 2009. The top 10 students in

the school, were invited to write a second round of Gr. 9 and

Gr. 10 contests, namely Fryer and Galois. Students that regularly

attended meetings felt much better prepared for each round of

contests than those students who did not, which comes as no

surprise. Congratulations to all members for putting forth their

best effort and proudly representing SMC!

(L-R) Andrew Nestico, Humbert Sin, Mrs. Dankowycz, Michele Di Leo,

Robert Longo. Absent: Mr. Coghlan, Stefan Colangelo, Steven

Manardo, Anthony Giuliano, Peter Dyloco, Luca Tonin, William Lee
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Front Row (L-R): Marco Coccari, Brian Earl, Liam Mather

Back Row (L-R): Mr. Thompson, Lucas Sachetti, Acton Clarkin, Brenden

Hynes, Jonathan Emmanuel, Tim Kavanagh, Matthew Reitcr, William Wang

Absent: Michael D'Eath

This year the Sports Production Team and the Photo/Video Club

joined forces to produce the 2009 St. Michael's Athletic Banquet.

The Photo/Video Club provided clips and highlights for St. Mike's

sports while the Sports Production Team kept time, announced

and kept scores for various sports teams in and around the school

while preparing the athledc banquet footage. Graduating members

of the teams include Michael D'Eath, Jonathan Emmanuel,

Timothy Kavanagh, Matthew Reiter, and Bryan Vardzel.

(L-R) Back Row: Mr. McCann, Joseph Bozzo, Brandon McKenzie, Lanz Clavel,

J.P. Piazza, Igsung So, Nick Mersch, Mr. Frescura. Front Row: Michael Da Silva,

Chris Patrician, Michael Panno, Matthew Fulton, Jensen Swampillai, Tim

Spencer, Thomas Panno, Stephen Levine, Max D'Mello, Marc D'Andrea

The first St. Michael's Table Tennis Club was facilitated by the incredible hulks,

Mr. Frescura and Mr. McCann. Students from Gr. 7 to Gr. 12 were able to enjoy

the ping pong tables purchased by the Student Government only a year ago.

Also, the club made use of the lecture hall, which had previously been restricted

from after school usage. Although there were no full fledged tournaments, the

competitive nature of the game was upheld through challenge games where

one person could challenge another to compare their skill. The two presidents,

Jensen Swampillai and Lanz Clavel, along with the vice president, Joseph Bozzo,

moderated the games and nodced gradual improvement in all of the participants.

We hope for the prosperity of this club for years to come and would like to

thank all those who have made this club such a great success.
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(L-R) Back Row: Graeme Glebe, Amman Yimmesghen, J. P. Weppler, Cristian

Valentini. Front Row: Stalon Lambert, Carson Lee. Absent: James Howard,

Mr. Stokes

The Quest program is an interreligious dialogue between stu-

dents of the Community Hebrew school, the Islamic Foundation

School, St. Joseph's, and St. Michael's. These students engaged

in exploring other traditions as well as sharing our own Catholic

heritage with our partners from these schools.

(L-R) Back Row: David Di Fonzo, Evan Hookong-Taylor, David Wilson, Zdravko

Markus, Fernando Monge-Loria, Andres Cardenas. Front Row: Mr. Stokes, Joe Loreto,

Dafe Oputu, Filipe Llano, Humbert Sin, Andrew Gubasta, Christopher Gerhardt.

Absent: Rudy Bocchicchio, Gianluca Mazzanti, Michele Di Leo, Mr. Bissonnette

St. Mike's has always had pardcipadon in the Pro-Life movement,

but this year we got a bit more organized and more involved.

These boys witnessed to the dignity of all human beings at Life

Chain, the March for Life, the Youth Conference for Life and

through various acdvities in the school.
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(L-R) Top Row: Ellery O'Hara, Conor Barker, Anthony Petnelli, Michael

Sado, Timothy Kavanagh, Matthew Reiter, Tro Kalousdian, Keith Lee,

Michael Zelenchuk, Michael Edminson, Max D'Mello, Stephen Levine,

Francis Ayling, Daniele De Simone, Andrew Ceolin, John Paul Piazza. Bottom

Row: Gianni Piannosi, Artur Domingues, Michael Da Silva, Christopher

Patrician, Scott Burns, Cameron Cherry, Michael Panno, Stefano Guglietti,

Jason Lacombe, Andreas Cardenas, Mario Scarpelli, Mark Greco, Gabriel

Galucci, Mark Reitier. Absent: Marco Ciarlariello, Jeffrey Costen, Domenico

Di Carlo, Benjamin Ma, Ronald D'Souza, Christopher Paolini, Daniel Pelaggi,

Michael Simone, Kienan Webb

The Prefects perform an invaluable service for the St. Michael's

College School community through their participation in vari-

ous activities and functions where members of the public have

an occasion to meet the student body such as Open Houses and

Orientation. They also work within the school community at

whatever tasks need doing, and at that, done well.

<yi/ ^Jhe/ j/ G& est/.

(L-R) Front Row: Wiiliam Lee, Gianluca Canaletti, Humbert Sin, Daniel

Di Giorgio, Ian D'Costa. Back Row: Mackenzie Richardson, Mrs. Cserer,

Newton Wong

(L-R) Back Row: Andrew Ferrazzutti, Conor Sheridan, Conor Barker,

Nicholas Mersch. Middle Row: J. P. Piazza, Max D'Mello, Stephen Levine,

Matthew Fulton, Michael Panno, Mackenzie Richardson, Humbert Sin.

Front Row: Michael Da Silva, Andrew Del Fatti
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(L-R) Back Row: Mr. Walsh, William New, Kevin Carmona-Murphy,

Jonathan Emmanuel. Front Row: Stephen De Angelis, Michael Manning

Good Morning St. Mike's! This is your dose of The Daily

Blue. Stephen De Angelis and Michael Manning delivered

your announcements daily from a secret room on the lower

level straight to the projector in the classrooms. Behind

the scenes Jonathan Emmanuel, Kevin Carmona-Murphy

and William New worked tirelessly to get the video stream

playing by 8:30 sharp. The year was full of twists and turns.

A new look, replete with action packed intros debuted in

October. As well, prospective announcers stood behind the

lights readying themselves for an even grander 2009-2010

Daily Blue season.
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Jonathan Emmanuel
Editor-in-Chief

From looking at the yearbook up to this point, the 2009 Tower layout looks

very similar to yearbooks in the past. It aligns perfectly with previous Tower

editions and there is no part of the cover missing. However, even though

there is nothing new about this Tower, we have accomplished what we set

out to do. Our mission at the Tower was to try to capture as many moments

of this past year in one single book, so that in the future when you look back

on this, you will remember and cherish these memories for the

rest of your life.

This year I was able to take on this project into my own hands and

experience the many responsibilities as editor-in-chief of layout. Although it

has been a stressful and laborious task as one can imagine, I could not have

done it without certain people who helped along the way: Mr. Vella for

always lending a hand and helping out when the work load was tough,

Stefano Guglietti for his leadership and organization with the club

photos, to Tyler Hayward, Fr. Zinger, and Fr. Reddy for their outstanding

photography, to Grant Gonzalves for his amazing help with the gathering

of photos and write-ups for clubs and teams, to Dustin Clarke

Pelaggi for their help on the yearbook cover, to Tro Kalousdian fi

designing the tower on the cover, to Terri Dietrich for her deadlines whio.

I never met, to Fr. Redican for his amazing support throughout this entire

project, and finally to Mr. De Pellegrin for putting up with all of my

demands and questions.

For me, this yearbook will remind me of memories that defined my time

here at St. Michael's. Likewise, I hope that at the end of your time at

St. Michael's, many special moments will be remembered through these

pages, which define your time between these yellow brick walls.

- Jonathan Emmanuel

Stefano Guglietti

Content Co-ordinator

Tyler Hayward
Photographer
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(L-R) Ms. Csenge, Mackenzie Richardson, Steven Monardo, Andrew Lee, John

Glynn, Raymond Lee, Cat Criger
(L-R) David Hams, Cameron Lindsey, Mr. Arseneau, Josh Sekhor,

Drake Kaminski

The St. Michael's Archery Team had an outstanding year. In May we hosted

and won the Father Mulcahy Memorial Archery Tournament and then went

on to OFSAA finals where our school team distinguished themselves as

champions and broke a thirteen year record. Outstanding performances were

contributed by John Glynn, Steven Monardo, Raymond Lee, Andrew Lee,

and MacKenzie Richardson. John Glynn placed 5th overall amongst over 200

players from across the province.

The Jr. Badminton team had a great start to the season, defeating many

big teams along the way. Their only loss came at the hands of Royal St.

George's College. At the CISAA championship, despite the absence of

three key players and having to default a doubles team because of these

absences, the team still managed to finish 4th in the league of 1 teams.

The MVP was Drake Kaminski.
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(L-R) Andrew Wilkenson, Andrey Kucey, Mr. Arseneau, Anthony Ho,

Ben Ho

rhe Sr. Badminton team had a tough season coming away with only a 4-3

:eason. However, the team of John Gynn and Anthony Ho were the only ones

torn the team to qualify for OFSAA competition as the CISAA first doubles

earn. They managed to finish in the top 1 6 of the 40 team tourney but would

all short of the medals rounds. As a team at the CISAA championships, they

:aptured a second place finish. The MVP was Anthony Ho.

The Senior Baseball team had a strong year, finishing 1 st in the

East Division of CISAA. The team went on to play in the CISAA

semi-finals and were ranked 6th in Toronto. The team had a 6-3

record. The MVP was Joe Bozzo.

Coaches: Mr. Zownir, Mr. Ribarich, Mr. Vitullo, Mr. McDermott.

TEAM ROSTER
Tyler Whealy

Conor Ledger

Kyle Harm

Robert Grilli

Tom Byckowski

Michael Asta

Duncan Nairne

Eric Balawejder

Lucas Italiano

Dylan Mattson

Andrew Dawson

Ellery O'Hara

Ben Clune

Nick Studer

Michael Corridore

Peter Nahirny

Joe Bozzo

Bryan Vardzel
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(L-R) Front Row: Domenic Moscarello, Andrew Mazzanti, Eric Welkoff, Conor

Molony, Alex Post, Mr. Stokes, Michael Arci, Simon Polan-Couillard, Jordan

DeKort, Matthew McDonald. Bottom Row: Josh Anor, Theo Jung, Matthew

Clemenzi, Jason Hessell, Gabriel Mangalindan, Jim Hessell, E
Absent: Daniel Yimmesghen

MMilAMJ™
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The U-14 Baby Blue Raiders captured the championship this year after an

undefeated season in CISAA league and playoff games. Under the

leadership of MVPM
here at home. The boys brought dedication and the deepest bench

league to their courtplay and are to be congratulated.

Top Row
Mr. Pagano, Ryan Dawson, Nicholas Thuringer, Duane Notice, Akeel Lynch, Jelani

Daniel, Oliver Ainsworth, Kyle Pollard-Grant, Patrick Boivin, Mr. Charter

Bottom Row
Graham Chow, Nathan Moore, Joey Clemenzi, Robert Grilli, Khaleel Washington, Eric

Roth

The Jr. Blue Raiders won its second consecutive league championship with a

convincing 81-52 win over Hillfield Strathallan College. Led by Duane

Notice, Joey Clemenzi, Patrick Boivin, and Eric Roth, the team won four

tournaments, and was the finalist in another. The team completed the season

with an overall record of 30-3 and an average margin of victory in league pla

of 30 points per game.
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(L-R) Front Row: Jon Roth, Peter Loparco, Tariq Stanley, Matt Jaglowitz, Chase
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So, Derek Wiggan, Louis Polyzois, Felix Schuster, Andrew Dawson, Mike Gritti, Elliot

Mayhew, Mr. Lumsden, Mr. John

The St Blue Raiders finished in 1st place in CISAA league play and were

ranked 14th at OFSAA this year.

(L-R) Bottom Row: Michael Fallone, John Kim, Matthew McDonald, Matthew

Marcoccia, Liam Herbst. Top Row: Justin Leon, Sal Asta, Bradley Burtch-Timmins,

Mr. Byrne, Kevin Gilligan, Shane Ferguson-Wuls, Mr. Ross, Justin Rizek, Charlie

Lindsay, Mr. Corrente. Absent: Daniel Fazari, Chris Wilson, Matthew Wong, Oliver

Petrella

On May 11th, the First Annual St. Michael's Invitational U-14 gold

tournament took place at Rolling Hills Golf Club, in Stouffville. It was a

, • /- , i i ,i i . i . . i i r f-\ ....11 ,1. _ 1 ___

was quite successful, and the four St. Michael's teams finished atop the leader

board. The A team, consisting of John Kim, Bradley Burtch-Timmons,

Michael Fallone, and Justin Leon, captured the tide with a combined score

of 241. Second place went to the B team (Chris Wilson, Mathew McDonald,

Sal Asta, and Matt Wong), with a score of 246. The C team of Oliver Petrela,

Matthew Marcoccia, Kevin Gilligan, and Charlie Lindsay finished third with a

collective score of 268. Finally, the D team (Liam Herbst, Shane Wuls

Ferguson, Justin Rizek, and Daniel Fazari) placed fourth with an aggregate

score of 285. The St. Mike's teams were followed by two teams from Toronto

Montessori School, and two from De La Salle. The top scorer overall was John

Kim, with a score of 77. The Grade 8 leader was Sal Asta, who shot an 80.

Good work boys on an excellent season!
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(L-R) Travis McCallum, Scott Breckles, Brody Kerrigan, Cameron

Lindsay, Mark Morante, Scott Donald, David Italiano, Mr. Ross

Both the Jr. and Sr. team had strong seasons,

finishing 4th in the CISAA championships.

(L-R) Julian DeGasperis, Steven Trotta, Christopher Gerhardt, Michael

Simone, Carter Bennett, Louie Infusino, Ryan Cairns, Alex Ruggieri,

Mr. Ross

'utu&i/
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Coaches: Mr. Ribarich, Mr. Lee, Mr. Shaughnessy.

Therapist: Mr. Frescura.

Captains: Connor Pritty, David Rossetti, Eric Pelliccione, Andrew Harvey, Michael

Harvey, David Mauti, Robert Politano.

Beraki Abraha, Christian Barker, Luca Breda, Matthew Cammuti, Esteban Cardenas, Joh

Castellarin, Julian Chilco, Rowan Cornish, Dylan Corson, Chris Cundari, Julian D'Angel

Jelani Daniel, A.D. Davis, Steve De Souza, Ben Emeny, Michael Flannery, Joe French,

.
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Thomas Liddy, Akeel Lynch, Sam MacMillan, David Mangiardi, Reid Midanik, Brian

Page, Sam Pelot, John Quittenton, Jonathan Rudyk, Ryan Searle, Thomas Sebastiano,

Dawson Sprigings, Frank Trentadue, Steve Trivieri, Andrea Villacci, Khaleel Washingtoi

Niall Wronski.

Finished undefeated in the regular season, capturing their

8th consecutive CISAA championship. The team went on

to win the Ontario Regional Championships, earning its

third Ontario ride since 2002.
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(L-R) Front Row: Alex Vining, David Brayley, David Wilson, Dominik Svehla, Matthew Meehan, David Rossetti, Alex Congiusta, Fr. Malo, C.S.B., Nick Hails, Tro Kalousdian, Max

Moffat, Daniele De Simone, David Gutierrez, Spencer Horemans. Middle Row: Mr. Bailey, Mr. Bazzocchi, Marc-Daniel Del Medico, Daniel Beal, Vince Fuda, Patrick Michalski,

Matthew Latta, Artur Domingues, Sean Dougan, Gianluca Ieraci, Michael Joseph, Christian Karayannides, Julian Del Medico, John Luciani, Evan Mclntyre, Mr. Taua, Mr. Kasperski.

Back Row: Matthew Zirnhelt, Benjamin Ma, Peter Webster, Yuri Bindas, John Malenica, Felix Schuster, Michael Sado, Dominic Virelli, Justin Forgione, Sebastian Gorlewski, Carlo

Trentadue. Absent: Nicholas Drotos, Dillon DeLaurentis, Quinton Malfara, Michael Carnevale, Dominic Naimool, John Monague, Emilio Di Giammarino

A brand new installation to the athletic program, the team made it to the quarter finals.
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Senior Kerry Blues 3-peat as Metro Bowl Champions!

Back Row (L to R): Mr.C.Zownlr ( coach ), Mr.M.Ross ( coach ), Felix Schuster, Matthew Purity, William Dalgllsh, Sean Dougan,
Mike Ventola, Lazar Nlcol, Carl Trlvlerl, Scott Burns, Sean Vareevorakul, David Bailie, Richard Quittenton,
Andrew Dawson, Devin Cattellan, Peter Regan, Cole Tudor, Derek Wlggan, Fr.Patrlck Fulton ( chaplain ),

Mr.A. Frescura ( trainer ).

Middle Row (L to R): Scott Stanger, Wesley Maynard, Dylan Harris, David Bayley, Matthew Marsilli, Mario Scarpelli,

Mike Naccarato, Chris George, Phil Selvaggl, Glancarlo Sou pone. Marc Varone, John Magre, Dan Beal,

Andres Cardenas, Marco Santelli, Adam Pietrangelo, |ohn Rizzo, Nick Nalmool, Dan Smith,
Lucas Meschino, Nicole Ettore, Robert Longo.

Front Row (L to R): fan Sherriff, Domenic DiCarlo, Tyler Pritty, Louis Polyzols, John Miniaci, Robert Puttock ( coach ),

Dan Lumsden ( coach ), Paul Forbes ( coach ), Frank Trentadue ( coach ), Carlo Trentadue,
Martin Colangelo, Brendan Morgan, Paul Adamic, Michael D'Eath, Chris Patrician

It has been a satisfying journey these past three season;

beginning with a Metro Bowl championship in 2006 to

a back to back undefeated season in 2007 and eulminat

ing with an historic three-peat Metro Bowl victory in

2008. The Kerry Blues can now boast nine Metro Bow
appearances and seven Metro Bowl victories, since the

inception of the Metro Bowl in 1982.

Going into the 2008 season, the coaches were unsure

how the team would develop. They knew that

offensively there were many skilled players but a
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knew that the defensive line was going to be strong, bu

there were a number of new starters in the linebacker

and secondary positions. However, the opening game

against Villanova swept away any uncertainty as to the

potential of the 2008 team. The Kerry Blues finished

the season with a perfect record of 11-0.

St. Michael's faced their toughest opponent of the year

in the Metro Bowl semi final: the Huron Heights

Warriors. Most high school football fans agreed that

these were the two best teams in Ontario and that

the winner would be favoured to win the Metro Bowl

Championship. The Huron Heights offense dominatec

the opening quarter and took an early 7-0 lead, but the

Kerry Blues gained their confidence and in what was

the best high school football game of the year,

St. Michael's emerged with a 23-7 victory.

On December 3rd, 2008 the St. Michael's Kerry Blues

found themselves back in the Rogers Centre with a

chance to do what no other team had done: win three

consecutive Metro Bowl championships. With

extraordinary determination and execution, the Kerry

Blues dominated the Donald A. Wilson Gators

42-12 and celebrated making Metro Bowl history.
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CISAA Champions 2008-

Front Row (L-R): Lucas Mastromattei, Mr. P. McCann, Greg Fedele, Shane

Ferguson, Jake Walman, Mr. PJ Miller, Charlie Graham.

Middle Row (L-R): Andrew Hand (Mgr.), Tom Beretta, Patrick

Finamore, Ian Edmondson, Sal Asia, Matthew Capicotto, Adam
Iacobucci, Nick Pastorious.

Back Row (L-R): Chris Wilson, Marco Ferarro, Andrew Mullen, Spencer

Herbst, Dalton Barnes.

Absent: Robert DiMontis, Matthew Birtles (Mgr.).

The St. Mike's U-14 hockey team completed a perfect

season, winning all 1 regular season games, the semi-final,

and defeating St. Andrews in the championship game.

Stellar goaltending, an awesome defensive corps, and a

powerful offence combined to produce a team that

represented the best in the St. Michael's hockey tradition.

Congratulations boys.

(L-R) Front Row: Travis McCallum, Giancarlo Caranci, Mr. Sheridan,

Mr. Brisbois, Tom Byckowski, Alex Doyle, Christian Turco, Mr. Lee, Mr. Blaik,

Steven Trivieri, Christian Karayannides. Middle Row: Matthew Purdy, Paul

Mauceri, Mitchell Mehling, Ryan Lee, Matteo Cianfrone, Joseph Colangelo,

Dawson Sprigings, Dillon Duprey, Marc Ercolao, Lucas Italiano, Eric Caprio,

Steven D'Uva, Devin Cattelan. Top Row: Alex Emeny, Alex Ondretti, Shane

McCarthy, Jonathan Altorio, Joseph Cristello, Chris Faria

Completed their season with a 1 5-3-2 record and captured the CISAA
championship.
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(L-R) Front Row: Alex Freibauer, David Italiano, Mr. Carcasole, Michael Rossi,

Mr. Walsh, Anthony Belony, Mario Colalillo. Middle Row: Ryan Zwolinski,

Dylan Corson, Luca DiDonato, Matthew Guida, Andrew Spacca, Daniel

Harquail, Francesco Bartucci. Top Row: Patrick McCarron, Christian Mazzanti,

Gianluca Curcuruto, Mark Gazdic, Ryan Clements, Michael Markun. Absent:

Spencer Murphy, Michael Neville, Victor Piszczek, Brandon Willett, Mr. Tunney

(L-R) Front Row: Jonathan LoParco, Peter Roniontis, Adrian Spagnuolo,

Michael Capicotto, Mr. Mazzanti, Anthony Rizzo, Angus Dineley,Anthony Mangoff.

Middle Row: Jason Lacombe, Alex Soutsos, Conor Barker, Ernesto Valente, Lennie

Petrunti, Joe Jackson. Top Row: Ellery O'Hara, Matthew Greco, Carter

Bennett, Eric Pitre, Daniel Percuklijevic. Absent: Ellior Burlen, J.D. Monague,

Harry Howlett-Ben, Alex Cho, Giancarlo Scarpone, Myles McGurty.

The Jr. Varsity hockey team had a roller-coaster season this

past year with all its peaks and valleys. A semi-final loss

to Villanova did not, however, diminish the fact that after

three consecutive seasons, the SMC Jr. Varsity team is a

force to be reckoned within the Sr. Division 2 loop. The

MVP was David Italiano.

The Sr. hockey team experienced an up and down season

taking all opponents to their limits. Many standout

performances by several players made it a season filled with

exciting wins and heartbreaking defeats. The team battled

through injuries all season long but performed with

determination at every moment. The Seniors will add to

the solid building blocks created this season as they prepare

to challenge for the CISAA championship once again.
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(L-R) Front Row: Christopher Gerhardt, Jeffrey Costen, Michael

Bazzocchi, Alex Mansourati, Tom Toll, David Maunder, Andy Tavares.

Second Row: Alex Emeney, Freddie Pizzimenti, David Di Fonzo, Andrew
Hond, Sean Costen, Connor Ross, Spencer Bayley. Third Row: Kyle Baun,

Joe Paolone, Brendan Hynes, Matthew Walcher, Kevin Fitzgerald, Michael

Danese, Michael Yu. Fourth Row: Mr. Shust, Luke Buckley, Ms. O'Grady,

Alex Freibauer, Kent Kaminski, Christopher Barry, Matt Meehan. Back
Row: Mr. Bergin, Daniel Cheley, Andrew Tonus, Matt Badali, Andrew
Brannigan, Newtan Wong, Mr. Barry, Ms. McDougall, Mr. Blaik

Won their 30th consecutive league championship with their

5th consecutive CISAA title. 25 TDCAA titles preceded.
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(L-R) Back Row: Mr. Frescura, Cole Bardawell, Mr. Holmes, Matt Scott, Fraser

Withers, Dylan Skule, Dillon Stanvvay, Alex Zulys, Clarke Wilson, Anthony Iafrate,

Ian Edmonson, Riley Mocha, Mr. Shaughnessy. Middle Row: Chase McCarthy, Henry

Stafferton, Jacob Webster, Andrew Mullen, Dalton Barnes, Spencer Herbst, Zach

Crema. Front Row: Justin Rizek, Sean Megna

This year's Blue Gaels' squad went 3-1 in the regular season. The team

was composed of only 5 veterans and 14 newcomers to the sport. What

the team lacked in experience they made up for in heart and determina-

tion. The Gaels beat UCC 10-3 in the last regular season game to advance

to the championship game, where they beat SAC 4-2 to capture their 5th

consecutive U-14 CISAA title. The MVP was Andrew Mullen.

(L-R) Front Row: Christian Barker, David Miller, J.D. Brachman, Domenic Lisi,

Alex Guiney, Paddy McCarron, Jake Davis, Joe French. Back Row: Mr. Frescura,

Mr. Shaughnessy, Angus Dineley, Eric Desjardnis, Michael Rowe, Eric Pitre, Justin

DeMarchi, Ryan Zwolinski, Anderson White, Connor O'Muiri, Brendan Farrell, Kyle

Periera, Sam Pelot, Steve Trivieri, Dean French, Christopher Paolini, Mr. Pagano,

Shawn Holmes

Heading into the 2009 season with 40% of the squad made up of grade

9 players, a challenging rebuild year was expected. Instead, with excellent

leadership from veteran players, the squad started the season strong,

and posted 15 wins in 23 games. Key wins over OFSAA contenders at

various tournaments cemented the program in the elite group at the

provincial levels. Although falling short in the CISAA final, the Blue

Gaels return players to all key positions next year, and will be one of the

favorites as they host the 2010 OFSAA championships. The MVP was

Eric Pitre.
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(L-R) Top Row: Tyler Allen, Frank Salituro, Marc Rubino, Luca Penzo, Andrew Hackett, Steve Whitiuk. Middle Row: Carmen Cogliano (General Manager),

Peter Asaro (Equipment Manager), Mike McCarron (President), Blake Barbieri, Tyler Forbes, Nick Ciampini, Frank Perna, Erik Axell, Michael Rubino, Daniel

Ciampini, Jesse Beamish, Reilly Smith, Adam Ellwood (Trainer), Dave McCarthy (Game Day Media), Mike Bagley (VP-Communications). Front Row:
Terrence Reid, Dave Stevens, Michael De Pellegrin (Assistant Coach), Nick D'Agostino, Cam Stewart (Head Coach), Greg Miller, Mario De Piero (Assistant

Coach/Academic Advisor), Eric Rubino, Fr. Michael Lehman, C.S.B. (Chaplain), Charles Williams

(L-R) Top Row: Kaspars Daugavins, Josh McFadden, Blake Parlett, Rob Flick, Matt Russo, Kyle Neuber, Dustin Ekelman, Tim Billingsley, Kale Kerbashian.

Middle Row: Ivan Bokanovic (Head Athletic Therapist), William Wallen, Riley Brace, Corey Bureau, Brett Flemming, Casey Cizikas, Ryan Lopes, Devante Smith-Pelly, David

Corrente, Jordan Mayer, Tom Frater (Equipment Manager). Bottom Row: J.P Anderson, Duncan Stauth (Executive Vice-President and Alternate Governor, Jared Gomes, Dave
Cameron (GM / Head Coach), Cameron Gaunce, Eugene Melnyk (Owner), Jesse Messier, James Boyd (Co-Coach), Mike Pelech, Sheldon Plener (Governor), Chris Carrozzi



(L-R) Front Row: Gabe DiNota, Julian Chilco, Julian D'Souza. Second Row:

Ms. Slowikowski, Andrew Mullen, D' Arcy White, Aleks Nippak, Adam Rochon,

Michael Capicotto, Frankie Megna, William New, Jake Blair, Mrs. Levine. Back Row:

Stephen Levine, Daniele DeSimone, Colin Carmona-Murphy, Patrick Cameron, Matthew

D' Angelo, Jacob Dosman, Alessandro Varelese, Carter Nord, Steven Farlow, Peter

Dosman. Absent: Jacob Domitrov, Matthew Capicotto, Nicholas Wilson, Frank Trentadue,

Erio Zucchet, Acton Clarkin, Brian Choi, Dominic Hayden-Anderson, Sean Vareevorakul

The team won the plaque for best participation for 5 consecutive years! The

team consisted of 33 students racing at Durhmam Forest and King City.

Provincial Finals at Hardwood Hills produced strong finishes. U-14 - Carter

Nord won a gold medal and 5 more racers were in the top ten. We had a

finish in the top 30 with our varsity level. The MVP for the U-14 team was

Carter Nord. The MVP for the Varsity team was William New.

(L-R) Thomas Badali, Nico de Ruiter, Marco Lisi, Sal Asta, Greg Fedele, Jake

Walman, Mark Palumbo, Matthew Macciacchera, Brian Earl, Anthony Iafrate,

Daniel Fazari, Mario Di Nucci, Dominic Coppola, Gary Farge, William

Quaglietta, Matthew Howard, Stefan Cinafrone, Marco Ferraro, Mr. Di Pinto

The U-14 Soccer team had a very successful season, finishing first in the regular

season with a 5-0-1 record. In semi-final playoff action, St. Mike's beat Crescent

4-0. In the championship game, St. Mike's once against faced arch-rival SAC. In

customary soccer fashion, they won the championship game by a score of 1-0.

The MVP was Nico de Ruiter.
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(L-R) Front Row: Sean Simmons, Ryan Lee, Andrew Spacca, Matteo Cianfrone,

Gordon Dri, Brandon Willett, Stephen D'Uva, Andrew Effat, Mario Rotundo. Back
Row: Mr. Di Leo, Joseph Di Michele, Nicholas Singh-Pickersgill, Nick Benseler,

Remy Carnevale, Giancarlo Mignardi, Liam Walker, Mark Sandor, Alessandro Manca,

Chris Tuszinski, Mr. Pulla

The Junior Azzurri squad, under die direcdon of Mr. Pulla and Mr. Di Leo,

was blessed with anodier successful year. The Azzurri were successful in all

of their regular season games with an 8-0-0 record. As a result of the team's

success in the regular season, the Azzurri were able to clinch a playoff spot,

where they would face and beat St. Andrew's College in a competitive

semi-final game, ending in a 2-1 St. Mike's win. The Azzurri would then meet

long-time rivals, Crescent School, in the CISAA finals. Both teams showed up

to win in a very competitive match, with numerous chances on both sides of

the pitch. After 100 minutes of play, including extra time, the CISAA
championship would be decided by a shootout. Unfortunately for this year, the

Azzurri conceded to a 3-0 loss but were able to walk away proud with a strong

second place finish.

(L-R) Front Row: Matthew Turano, Mario Rotundo, Christian Sgro, Jonathan

Simmons, Matteo Cianfrone, Ryan Lee, Christian Maraldo, Steven De Santis,

Brandon Willett, Victor Dri, Daniel Mazzotta, Daniel Braga, Alexander Hynes,

Anthony DeLuca. Back Row: Mr. Corrente, Nick Zelenczuk, Jordan LeCoche, Sean

Simmons, James Jun, Justin Forgione, Kyle Macauley, Robert Morettin, Joe Jackson,

Stefan Walcott, Nico Daniele, Erick Patrician, Alex Ruggieri, Mr. Romano.

Absent: Patrick Colangelo, Pedro Pessao

The Senior Azzurri enjoyed another successful season winning the overall

league championship in CISAA, with a record of 8-0-2. Unfortunately

the team fell short in the final losing to UCC. During the winter and

spring the team trained hard preparing for OFSAA. At OFSAA the team

played well going through to the final eight with 2 wins and a tie in pool

plaj'. The Azzurri gave a strong effort in the quarterfinals only to lose in

overtime. The team wishes the graduating members the best for the future

and thanks them for all their contributions to the success of the program.
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(L-R) Mr. Viola, Charlie Graham, Joshua Anor, Ryan Grippo, Patrick Finamore,

Marco Ferraro, Connor Molony, Connor Gibson, Jimmy Hessel, William

Quaglietta, Jason Hessel, Michael Antonio, Mr. Miller

The SMC U-14 Softball team had another great season, going

undefeated and entered the playoffs ranked first. The team

outscored opposing teams by a total of 64-5. In the CISAA

championship, SMC easily qualified for the semis by defeadng

Appleby and Crestwood. After a slow start, the team defeated UCC
in the semis and Crescent in die finals. The team came from behind

and capped off a perfect season beadng Crescent 7-2. The MVPs

were Jimmy Hessel and Patrick Finamore.

(L-R) Front Row: Nathan White, Paul Callaghan, Alessandro Varlese, Paolo

Reffo, Matthew Wong, Harry Reddon, Adam Rochon, Jack Armstrong, Bennett

Murray, Will New, Dianne Levine. Second Row: James Oatt, Andrew Webb,

Jordan Discola, Wyatt Thompson, Ryan Grippo, P.J. Azzopardi, Xavier Agostini,

Richard Pilacinski, Daniel Derkach, Daniel DeMarchi, Christopher Carrick, John

Cameron. Third Row: Andrew Walker, Nicholas Reddon, Mitchell Petruck,

Nicholas Wilson, David Gerhardt, Patrick Cameron, Christopher Gerhardt,

JP Weppler, Andrew Webb. Last Row: Will Webb, Grant Hillar, Michael

Halamicek. Absent: Jeremy Antonyshyn, Kristopher Gingras-Litt'*

The team had a strong season, with the U-14 A and B team finishing

3rd in the CISAA finals. The Level 1A and IB team had first place

showings, while the Level 2A and 2B teams finished 4th and 2nd place

respectively. The MVP for the U-14 team was Wyatt Thompson. The

MVP for the Level 1 team was Alex DeMarchi. The MVP for the

Level 2 team was Christopher Gerhardt.
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(L-R) Erin Campos, Christian DelMedico, Steven Stanwyk, Chris Valcla, James Whyte,

Chris Campbell, Alex Gnydtenko, Dillon Nord, Michael Tatarsky, Nick Thuringer,

Giacomo Badali, Griffin Brown, Julian DelMedico, Nick Hails, Daniel Kearney, Patrick

Nunciata, Ian Lawson, Stephen Levine, Ben Ma, Alex Mansourati, Michael Mauro,

Daniel Primucci, Mr. Viola.

The SMC Snowboard Team had another successful season winning the overall

CISAA team tide and several individual medals for both Alpine and Slopestyle.

Congratuladons to Michael Mauro, Stephen Levine, Daniel Primucci, Nick

Hails, and Alex Gnydtenko who qualified and competed at OFSAA this year.

The team looks poised for another successful season next year. The MVP was

Stephen Levine.
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(L-R) Top Row: MacKenzic Richardson, Andriy Sahan, Jonathan Osinchuk.

Middle Row: Nicholas Zawadski, Eric Reyes, Matthew 0"Halloran, Andrew

Hand. Grant Fagler, Dany Demyanenko, George Hurley, James Jun, Nicholas

Mersch, Elliot Mayhew, Michael Ruffolo, Gabriel Gemmetti, Frank Mcnenses,

Sean Domingo, Nicholas Studer, Andrew Kucey, Michael Mastrella. Bottom Row:
Michael Rowe, Ian Sheriff, Stefano Guglietti, Eric Pitre, Frankie Megna, Mario

Scarpelli, Liam Higgins, Andrew Kormanicky, John Luik, Christopher Paolini.

Absent: Alexander Aberelli, Ryan Chang, Philip Corvinelli, Matthew De Paolis,

Michael De Paolis, Andrew Ellis, Matthew Got, Adrian Marsili, Patrick Mazurek,

Sean Megna, Robert Micielli, William New, Vincent Rago, Matthew Shun,

Christopher Tarsitano, Matthew Thurton, Luca Tonin

The Blue Sharks had another great season with the largest team member-

ship ever. The team work ethic of many early mornings paid off in out-

standings in the independent schools league and in our OFSAA entries.

At the CISAA finals the swim team came in sixth place overall, that is first

place among the schools that do not have their own pool! The Juniors

came in third place, the seniors sixth, and the Open swimmers third. The

finals saw the Blue Sharks send ten separate entries into OFSAA which

cumulated in Danny Demyaneko's Ontario record breaking swim in the 50

metre breaststroke of 28.66 seconds. The Jr. MVP was Dany Demyaneko.

The Sr. MVP was Patrick Mazurek.
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wski, Darragh Egan, Michael Mastrella,

Andrew Gubasta, Greg DeSantis, Tyler Hayward, Rob Cianfarani, Josh

D'Souza, Nick Salvatore, John Wilson, Giancarlo Caranci, Niall Sweeney.

Absent: Mrs. Drapala

The 2009 tennis season was the strongest showing to date. With a season

record 7-3, the team placed 3rd in three different entry levels at the CISAA

finals. They were 1st in doubles, 2nd in doubles, and 1st in singles. Three

team members qualified for OFSAA and the Doubles team won the U of T
Invitational Tournament.

Team MVPs Robert Cianfarani and

Greg DeSantis at OFSAA with

OFSAA gold medals.

(L-R) Front Row: G. Mangalindan, L. Marques, M. Macciacchera, J. Walman,

B. Earl, R. McClelland, T. Badali, A. Gaffney, L. Higgins. Back Row: Mr. Giancola,

J. Luik, A. Webb, C. Wilson, R. Greening, W. Thompson, C. Digalikis, V. Di Nunzio,

T. Raytek, M. Arci, N. Pastorious, G. Farje, C. Marlineau, C. Emeny, D. Agostini,

J. Fleming, S. Purai, Mr. M. Pasquali. Absent: Mr. Geerts, N. Altomare, M. Cocca
.

M. Dunphy, L. Kelly, M. Lawrence, A. Wong.

The U-13 and U-14 Track and Field teams enjoyed another

tremendous season. Each of the teams won their

respective divisions by a huge margin and brought home

both CISAA Championships for the second year in a row.

The U-14's won its sixth CISAA championship in a row

and the U-13's won for the second year in a row.
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CISAA Champions 2008-2009

Back Row (L-R): Ms.
~

Bradley Birch-Timmons,

Charter. Front Row (L-R):

Absent: Dalton Barnes, CI

Vergara.
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ic Moscarello, Andrew Mazzanti,

ic Mauti, Jordan DeKort, Mr. K.

ien, Matthew McDonald, Gabriel

ssel, Michael Montana, Jason Hessel.

Vndrew Mullen, Michael Antonio

(L-R) Front Row: Eric Roth, Patrick Michalski, Andrew Kocur, Alex Gasser,

Mitchell Petruck, Robert Zanardo, Mark Zanardo. Back Row: Mr. Fischer,

Danny Demyanenko, Nick Thuringer, Patrick Paolini, Christian Mazzanti, David

Harris, Grant Flagler, Adam Strychaluk, Michael Halamicek, Mr. Vitullo

Despite the loss of team captain Andrew Mullen early in

the season, the team finished undefeated in league play then

went on to beat perennial rival UCC in the championship

game. Jason Hessel, Matthew MacDonald, Jimmy Hessel,

and Dalton Barnes played consistendy well for the team.

In the Fall of 2008, the Jr. Blue Strikers were unstoppable.

They had an undefeated CISAA season, winning all

regular season and playoff matches. They sealed die

CISAA Championship by defeating UCC in the final. In

total, they won 1 8 sets and lost only two. Remarkably, the

iM-ttwTni8HTiiWMK«i•XH'MiTiuww!hi ST*

one exception was a silver medal at the GTA challenge cup.

Mr. Fischer and Mr. Vitullo would like to thank all of their

players for their hard work, integrity, and good

sportsmanship.
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(L-R) Back Row: Francis Aylin, Carter Bennett, Conor O'Muiri, Matthew

Zanardo, Cameron McCracken, Mr. Arseneau. Front Row: Ryan Cairns, Joseph

Zappulla, Lucas Italiano, Sandro Saldutto, Mark Reitmeier, Peter Nahirny,

Jonathan Roth

The Strikers started out the year defending their third year of undefeated

CISAA league play and did so until their 9th game of the season. The

Strikers would see their streak come to an end at the hands of SAC and UCC.

In playoff action they would fall short yet again in the semi-finals against SAC.

Despite this loss, the Strikers would still earn a birth in the provincial

championships as the higher seeded quad A school in CISAA. At OFSAA,

the team made up of 2 grade twelves, 9 grade elevens, and 1 grade 10, would

go on to finish 3rd in their pool. They then advanced to the consolation

quarter finals where they defeated Cathedral of Hamilton. Their OFSAA run

would come to an end in the consolation semi-finals against Sacred Heart of

Newmarket. The Strikers look forward to next year hoping to get a new win-

ning streak started with most of their young team coming back. The

program would like to thank both graduating athletes, Carter Bennett and

Conor O'Muiri for their dedication to the St. Michael's College School

volleyball program.

Back Row: Mr. Frank Bergin, Mr. Paul Barry, Mr. Fmile John, Ms. Gail O'Grady, Andrea

Villaci, Esteban Cardenas, Conor Pritty, Ryan Jones, Mr. Dan Lumsden, Mr. Kirt Charter

Fourth Row: Graeme Glebe, Matthew Loparco, Akeel Lynch, Martin Zhang, Patrick Boivin,

Andy Tavares, Dawson Spriggins, Sean Costen, Matthew Doyle, Joseph DiMichele, Conor

Ross, Daniel Cheley, Chris Barry, Mauro Cappa Third Row: Luke Buckley, Derek Wiggan,

Mike Naccarato, Nick Naimool, Spencer Bailey, Brendan Hynes, Alex Friebauer, Mike

Stalteri, Chris Tuszynski, David Maunder Second Row: Tom Toll, Jeffrey Costen

First Row: Chris Patrician, Alexander Mansourati, Domenic DiCarlo, Kyle Macaulay,

Matthew Turano, Jonathan LoParco, Louis Polyzois Absent: Brendan Morgan, Mike

Harvey, Andrew Harvey, Matthew Badali, Mark Gazdic

The track and field team won its 6th consecutive CISAA championship and

its 27th overall consecutive league championship with convincing wins in the

midget, junior, and senior divisions. With an impressive array of talent in the

throws, the jumps, the sprints and the distance events, the team qualified 50

athletes for the Metro Regional championships. The team performed well at the

metro regional championships, qualifying 14 athletes for the Ontario provincial

championships and narrowly missing its third overall Metro Team title in

four years.
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The Art Department Visits

NEW YORK
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CAST
Joe Hardy

M r. Appleglite

Lola \

Meglbvd
JoeRaxJ
Sister Miller

Doris Miller

Ix/mis
-

VaiiBuren.. . .

.

Gloria Tlioi'iv .......

Mr. Welch
Lvncli

Smokes'

Rockv
Sohovik

Heniv

Linyille

Lew
IVvan.

Steplieii.Di Foiiz.0

. Michael Baz. z_ccchi

Alvssa Mcssiiui

, Isabel Stokes

. Murk Reitmeier

LaureiLBrranl-Monk

ClK'ISli) Vona

. Steplieii.De .Angelis

. Karolina Kosciolek

,
Michael Manning

, . Graeme Glebe

. Evai l Hcokoi ig-Ta\ 'lor

. Michael DeCiantis

. X'ick Thiiringcr

. . Michael Joseph

. M attl ieiV Valei 12. ai 10

. . Fraivo Recclua

. Tim Kavanagh

. Mark Greco

, . William Wong
. . . Eric Han.

. , Loreiiz.0 Escobal
j

. . Ste/aiu Guglietti

. . Joe Loreto

. . John. Paul Piaz.z.a

. . . Evaa.Vlcliihrc

, . . Robert Parolia

. . Andres Cardenas

. . . David Hoivartl

RobinsonJlelord

. . .Luciana Santaguida

. . .Angus Galiiiev

EvanJiergold

. . Sarah Dairy

Nicole Carcasole

Sara Stecves

. . Julia Dv 'in 11k

Samaiilha lannelli

Danielle Fallico

Angelica Samaiuego

Director Paul Pictrkienvz.

Venioiv

Del

Boaltv

Hank
Willv

Roger

Commissioner

Postmaster Haivknis .

.

GuardA\lambo Dai vei

Reporters

Miss Weston.

Bat Ra-s

Ixiscball Fans

Female Chorus
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Student Government Presents

CHRISTMAS N THE
COURTYARD

Although its been said
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many times, many ways,

Merry Christmas to you.
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The Blue Ball

Liberty Grand
1 June 12th, 2009
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Good evening graduates, families, friends, teachers, staff, and Basilian Fathers. My name is Liam Mather, and I have

been given the honour of representing a class that I know to be an amazing and unique class. I remember back

in Grade 6, my parents asked me if I had heard of a place called St. Michael's College School. I responded - you

mean the hockey school? I didn't know a whole lot about St. Mike's back then, but I was excited to learn more. I

read up on the school and soon found that St. Michael's excels in everything, from our sports teams, to music, to

1 art, to academics. I attended the open house, and liked what I saw. I wrote the SSAT, and applied, wishing every

Mday that I would be accepted. Finally, many anxious months later, the letter in the mail came and I was overjoyed

to be given the opportunity to attend such a prestigious school. As it turned out, St. Michael's was much more than

just a hockey school, even though the U-14 team did dominate this year, and attending St. Mike's has been one of

Ithe
best experiences of my life. I know I'm not the only student here at St. Mike's that feels this way. Today is a

day to celebrate. After ten long years moving through kindergarten, elementary school and after these two years at

St. Mike's we're ready to enter high school. Two years ago, we all set out to achieve different goals, but perhaps the

greatest accomplishments are the fun, friendships, and good times we've had along the way. These past two years

have been two of the greatest years of our young lives. We've shared experiences with each other, experiences

i that we will remember for our entire lives, and have made friendships that will last a lifetime. Who could forget the
' camping trips, the Metro Bowls, the hockey finals, the field trips, the spelling bees, the student government elec-

tions, the dances, prepping for final exams (although once university is finished, I wouldn't mind forgetdng that),

and all the experiences we've had that have built all the friendships. From the polar bear dips at Camp Pinecrest to

the broomball at Wanakita. I know I'll remember attempting to start a chant at die Metro bowl, even diough your

friends are slumping down in their seats, begging you to stop. We also have had the unofficial sports such as the race

to the caf every Thursday to get in line for the rib on a bun, we've done it all. And we will continue to experience

great things in our future years, but the years spent walking the halls of this yellow bricked building, whether they

Liam Mather will continue next year or stop after today, will always be remembered. And we've all had a part to play. Thanks

Grade 8 Valedictorian to a^ y°u ^axers> I nave officially mastered the lax lingo and many of us have learned random facts from my main

man goose. Thanks Goose! Even the smallest gestures will always be remembered: on many a day being lent that 50

cents to fulfill a craving for a scrumptious caf coolde. Steve Nash once said, "That the measure of a person's life is

the affect they have had on others." Quite frankly, I myself have learned something from each and every one of you, and I speak on behalf of the student body
that they feel the same. Grade eight graduating class of 2009, we're an incredible and unique class. Since the early days of Grade 7, our teachers have been com-
menting on how amazing a group of kids that we are. We've got some incredible students, athletes, musicians, artists, and just overall great kids in our group. The
grade eight class this year had students in just about every activity in the school. We had students on all the major sports teams, and in activities such as drumline,

debating, tennis, ski team, mountain bildng, art club, stock market, honour band, 30 hour famine, sports production team.We are an incredibly talented group of

kids. This year, we had a U-14 sports sweep, with all of our U-14 sports teams winning CISAA, with the exception of cross-country, the only team I was on, but

you must forgive us, the course for the final was very muddy. Our music bands astounded the judges with our performances. We're so very lucky to have the St.

Mike's community, a place that allows us to prosper. We're now ready to enter the exciting world of high school. First off we have to diank our parents, who have

supported us for our entire lives. Their hard work has allowed us to attend a school that will give us endless opportunities in life. We also have to thank our teach-

ers who put in a lot of time, effort, and passion each day. They have prepared us for what we are about to face in high school, and I'm confident we'll do them
proud. We also have to thank the Basilian Fathers here at the school, who guide us morally and spiritually. We also have to thank our principal Mr. Brisbois, out-

vice principals, and all the staff at the school, all of whom help us each and every day. All of these people have instilled in us the motto "Teach me Goodness,

Discipline, and Knowledge", a motto that we can apply to our daily lives. Students, please give these people a good round of applause. Boys, its been a great two
years, and wherever life takes you just know that the seeds of knowledge have been planted in us and we have the ability to do great things. I congratulate each

and every one of you on your completion of Grade eight. I will leave you with a quote from US Senator Orrin Hatch, "There is a good reason they call these

ceremonies 'commencement exercises.' Graduation is not the end; it is the beginning." Boys, tonight is the beginning of our high school journey. So go forth,

tonight is a night to celebrate, and remember in the future, to always do the best you can, in anything you do. And always believe in yourself that you can do
anything, because a St. Michael's man has no boundaries. Congratulations. Thank you.
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A wise man once told me "The only thing that is fair

in this life is that we all get 24 hours." That man was

Leonard Chittle. It has been a great six years and the

memories will follow me forever. To all my buddies,

thanks for the great and sometimes not so great times;

I wouldn't miss them for anything. I would like to

thank everyone from the 3-Peat field and locker room,

to the dog pound, to the nice people who let us take

over their homes for a few hours, to the Regal Beagle

and staff, to the Boneville, to the Shop, to period 5

spare, to Tharmt), to my coaches, and to the teachers

who helped shape me into the gigantic person I am
today. Thanks to all and remember "You got to dig

deep baby!" (Ronnie Coleman).

"And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But

the greatest of these is love." (I Corinthians 13:13).

Now as my St. Michael's career has come to a close,

I must give the utmost thanks to the St. Michael's

community, the Basilian Fathers and my parents who
have helped me to develop and grow into the man I am

today. If there is one lesson I have learned at

St. Michael's, it is to love unconditionally and to live

life with passion. I have an obligation to do all within

my power to make this world a better place. No matter

I

what adversity I may encounter, I will persevere and

overcome it. I have an unquenchable desire to change

the world, and I have only just begun.

It's unbelievable how quickly time passes! II seem:

like yesterday I was a little grade eight entering St

Mike's for the first time. Now five years later, with t

help and support of my family, friends and teachers,

believe I have truly become a St. Michael's man. As

leave the yellow brick walls, I take with me a lifetin

worth of memories, stories and laughs spent with m
friends at St. Mike's. I would like to thank my famil

for giving me the opportunity to go to such a great

school, and all my teachers and friends for making

worthwhile. 121 Tech Forever! Good luck boys.

To the boys! We've won and (once or twice) lost,

laughed and cried, cheered and jeered, and we've

gone through some rough times... BUTWE FINALLY
MADE IT. I thank all of you guys for making these

last four years memorable ones. The 3peat, after school

adventures, Eurotrip '08, the first rugby team, and

"getting triggy with it" in Danks's class. Keep it classy

boys, remain double blues, and always remember,

when you leave here, don't forget why you came.

Time tameth no man" - St. Marher.

I do not know where the time has gone. My past four

years can be described informally among friends as

"bananas," full of "shenanigans," and "most

ridiculous." To those who were a part of it, my friends,

family and teachers, to you my deepest gratitude. You

each have shaped me in one facet or another, and made
me who I am. To my fellow students, know that it is

in the confines of these yellow brick walls that men of

reputation are forged. Men who hold to a higher moral

standard, who stand utmost among (he rest, will walk

through, and have walked through, the golden gates

since before our nation's founding. The tradition lives

on. "Adieu, adieu, remember me!" (Hamlet I.V.91).

Firstly, to my parents, thanks for every opportunity

have given to me and being along my side through

all, you're the best. To the "A" students, "B"

students, "C" students, I love you all and we're al

going to be stars one day. To the teachers/coaches

thanks for all the valuable lessons that I will carry (

throughout my life. Finally the last 6 years of my li

have been unreal and I don't want them to end bul

the yellow brick walls can be called home and boy

forever bleed double blue.
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Five years ago I came to St. Mike's as a boy, and I

now leave as a man; a man who has been enriched

by his experiences. Firstly, ! would like to thank my

parents, teachers, coaches and my friends for helping

me throughout my time at St. Mike's. I will always

remember the Metrobowl, Three Peat and Euro trip 09.

Here's to nights in Leaside, breaking records and to

everything else that is too long to write. Lastly, I would

like to thank my receiving core that made us the best in

Ontario, CT4, CP9, NN I.

Good luck to everyone and I will see you boys later.

"SHOWTIME"
-SB14

First off, I would like to thank my parents tor giving

me the opportunity to come here. 4 years have gone

by really quick. This is for all the wiens', bridge and

etobes. For all the Euro mullets, good products, future

CEO's and lastly Professor Quinn for instilling

scholarly wisdom within every soul. SMC, we go

harder.

The past 4 years of my life have been the greatest.

Now it comes time to leave the yellow bricks and

move onto greater things. Hope to see everyone in the

years to come.

Bleed Double Blue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Whether it has been football, the school musical,

leadership, DT with De Piero, or just going out with

the guys it has always been a great time at Si, Mike's.

This has been a journey that I'll never forget. I want

to thank my parents for working so hard to send me to

school, my teachers, and my friends who have made
this experience all worthwhile. I'm gonna miss you

guys. Adios St. Mike's.

St. Mike's has been an unforgettable experience

throughout my entire five years at this school. I've

gained many amazing friendships and a lot of lusting

memories that will stay with me forever. I thank all

my teachers, family and friends for their guidance

along the way and support for every decision I made.

Although we move on, I will always look back at the

great time that I had. Congrats Class of '09.

It opportunity docsn t knock, build a door."

- Milton Berle

Asian Association!!! What would I have done without

you guys?! Nothing would have been the same...

from 9G with Chittle, to basketball after school in

the courts, you guys made the experience one to be

remembered! Good luck in the future, boys! Peace!

St. Mike's has been a family to me, much like the

L-Block. I have been accepted with love and grown

immensely. 1 have my teachers, friends and the brotl

erhood of St. Mike's to thank for that. Here's to a yei

of Block, football and Etobes jams, Metro Bowls,

leadership camps, canoeing, Dugs and Go-Hard

Geralds. Shout out to all my bros (the weinzs), the

3-Peaters, Woodbridge, and all the men of SMC. W<

finally got're done '09. I've been here for 6 years an

I gotta peace, but my memories and spirit will forevi

It has been 6 years since I came into this tamily and

now it is finally time to leave. It has been filled with

many memorable moments and I would like to thank

everyone who made this experience possible. Good
luck to all the grads!

As Mr. Narducci always says, "You need the edge

to be successful," and I thank my parents who have

supported me in coming to St. Mike's to work for that

"edge". Yet one must try not to "become a man of

success, but rather try to become a man of value"

(Albert Einstein). St. Mike's has and will forever

sculpt boys into Marian men - men who will submit

to God's will just as Mary did, and act with goodness,

discipline and knowledge. That is why I will forever

bleed double blue!

Alright boys, lime's up. Those four great years spent

surrounded by the yellow bricks are now over. I'd like

to thank my family for the opportunity, my teachers for

their guidance, and finally, my friends for all the good

times, laughter, and all those holes in the food. Every

single memory experienced at St. Mike's is a lasting

one. Three-peat, those weeks with 7 tests, period 2

spare, and the dynasty are among the many that I will

never forget. It has been my pleasure to serve with you

boys, and I wouldn't have had it any other way.

If you really wanna know about it. I'd like to thank n

parents and my Nonna for giving me the opportunity

attend St. Mike's. I'd like to thank St. Mike's for hel

ing me grow academically but more importantly, inl

the person I am today. So here's to crazy abb workou

intramural soccer, Crawford's camera, and the Worl

Cup. The world is yours, figure it out. Do what yoi

want, don't be afraid. Explore, Dream and Discovei

nuff said, I'm out, you're all beauties.
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"You can't soar with the eagles, it you re messing

with the pigeons." Thank you to all my friends at St.

Mike's, you know who you are, who have soared with

me for my 6 years within these yellow bricks. Thank

you God, my mom, dad, grandpa, grandma, brother,

and my teachers, who have been the wind beneath my
wings to support me,

It pains me to leave my friends and mentors at St.

Mike's who have taught me so much about life and

the world. Thanks for the laughs boys. I'll never forget

Mr. Thompson, whose witty jokes are side-splittingly

hilarious yet relevant. To Mr. Barry, truly Carlyle's

great man, history is your autobiography. Farewell Mr.

McCann, your remarkable rhetoric has taught me to

love wisdom and embark on the search for truth. St.

Mike's has given me the best years of my life. 1 will

miss it, but there's still a lot to learn.

"Scio me nihil scire, ergo Sapere Aude"

Most likely to win the

Nobel Prize.

Michael Bazzocchi%m.

wim
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Aaron Crighton

Michael D'Eath

The past four years have been nothing but good times

both in the class and out. Thanks to my parents for

providing me with the opportunity to be a part of this

amazing place. Thanks to Mr. Bazzocchi for teaching

me to visualize; Mr. Grassi for reinvigorating my love

of the French language and culture; Mr. Romano for

the discussions about the world's issues. Thanks to all

the boys who made my stay so memorable, lunch at

Da's, breakfast in the caf, late nights (and early

mornings) doing D.I. I will never forget this place and

the people that make it so special and dear to me.

We've worked hard. We've played hard. And now

it's time to live the dream, although it's pretty tough

to argue we haven't already. Thanks to my parents

for making this possible and thanks to my friends who

made it worthwhile. Here's to '09.

"Instead of saying all of your goodbyes

- let them know

You realize that life goes fast

It's hard to make the good things last

You realize the sun doesn't go down

It's just an illusion caused by the world spinning

round"

-The Flaming Lips

"To give anything less than your best is to sacrilice the

gift." - Prefontaine

My St. Michael's experience was a gift not to be

wasted. Thank you to my teachers and coaches for

their relentless patience and assistance in my pursuit

of various athletic and academic goals and my family

for all their sacrifice and support throughout the years.

Finally, thanks to my friends and all the boys for the

great times. Here's to track and cross country meets,

the Montreal grad trips, double lunches, and inside

jokes. It's been great and I will always cherish these

yellow-bricked walls.

Only as I write this do I come to fully understand and

truly appreciate the opportunities St. Mike's has presented

to me. I send a special thanks to some of the spectacular

teachers I have had throughout these past four years. To

my guidance counsellor, thank you for helping me gain

acceptance to the program of my choice, I won't forget it.

Everyone from second-period spare if it wasn't for you, I

don't know how I'd make it through the day. My closest

friends, you know who you are; I hope I've helped to make

your high school years 'memorable', I know you guys

have for me. But the most important lliank-you goes out

to my family, especially my parents, who have not only

generously paid for my education but have also put up with

my many ups and downs throughout the years. It is to you

I am forever indebted.
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My years here at St. Mike's have come to an end. First

off, I would like to thank my parents for giving me
the opportunity to come here, and I also would like to

thank my brothers for helping me through my first few

years here. Also, to all my teachers, thanks for some

great years. To all the boys, thanks for all the great

times. Wish you all well in your future endeavours.

A grad quote is supposed to be a one hundred word

|

goodbye to this school. For some people, that's exactly

what it is: A goodbye. But I've put a little too much of

myself into this school to just leave it behind forever.

I don't feel like I'm done here yet, and I'm sure that

1 many others feel the same way. So, this final farewell

isn't a final farewell at all. This isn't goodbye. It's

just See you later. And hey, if you knew me, even just

barely, keep in touch: savcrzagen@holmail.com. The
best is yet to come.

I guess it s finally here. I would like to thank my
friends, who have always been there for me over the

last six years. In between the difficult stretches, we
certainly had some great times together! I'd also like

to thank my parents, who gave me the opportunity to

come to St. Mike's. You seemed to always know what

was best for me, even when I thought I knew

everything. If St. Mike's has taught me anything, it's

that with enough hard work and determination,

anything is possible. Good luck everyone!

There are 24 hours in a day, and you can use all o

them." - Jeff Immelt
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It is not the fact that you merely completed a task that ' 4 years in the blink of an eye. Be it my three years with
I

! "Get your facts first, then you can distort them as you

is significant. It is the experience you have doing the

task, and (he quality of the end product that is truly

significant.

the Blue Sharks, the leadership experiences of grade

nine and ten, or the quality moments of everyday life,

St. Mike's has provided me with countless examples of

true friendship, responsibility, intellectual

independence and an effortless sense of belonging.

So, essentially, nothing 1 can expect in the real world.

When I'm unable to recall the trivial moments of

my high school days, the fact that I wouldn't have

myself deluded in any other way will be of the greatest

significance.

please." Do your best. My sincere thanks to all those

who feel they deserve it.

I sit here writing this quote, attcr I just finished

watering Fr. Zinger's plants, and find it impossibl

to somehow incorporate all the good times I have

experienced at St. Mike's. I know that every time

encounter a St. Michael's man on the streets, I wil

re-visit these memories, especially with my "bios"

These memories would not have been made possibl

without the love and support of my parents; I woul

like to thank them. Over time I have learned to

embrace the St. Michael's way and endorse it in m;

life. When the student is ready, the master appears
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Willi the advancement of knowledge comes the ad-

vancement of reason, and with the advancement of

reason conies the advancement of faith. I will never

forget St. Mike's, not only the knowledge I have been

taught, but goodness and discipline, and discipline, and

discipline. I will miss all who I have shared this

experience with; I am forever in debt for the memories.

The lime has come to say good-bye to these yellow

brick walls. I would like to thank my parents for

allowing me to go to such n great school, which is so

rich in tradition, I will always have the memories of

this place instilled in my head. Great memories such

as late night football practises, Euro 08 & 09, Mairsy's

Class and Friday night dog pounds. Wherever we go,

we will have these memories which will remind us

of some of the best years of our lives. I Will Always

Bleed Double Blue

"Yaaaa buddy" (Ronnie Coleman).

What can 1 say about my four years here? Through

much contemplation and agony, I was able to come

up with one word: unforgettable. Though I am excited

to move on, 1 know that I will never forget the friends

that 1 made here, the memories I have, and the

community experience I am fortunate to have been

a part of. I wish all of my fellow graduates the best

of luck in whatever they choose to pursue. Finally, I

would like to thank my family, teachers, friends, and

the Lord for making this experience possible. Thank

you and congratulations Class of '09!

To say it's a challenge to reduce 4 years of memories

to 100 words is an understatement. So to keep it

simple; here's to all the late nights, tough days,

mini-stick spares, Vitullo homerooms, subway

missions, CUBA. ..twice, and Etobes. Thanks to all my
teachers and friends for making my years at St. Mike's

so memorable, and my family, for allowing this all to

happen. This is the beginning of the rest of your lives

boys; live it to its fullest.

As this six-year phase in my life concludes, 1 need to

step back and thank all who have given me the

opportunity to succeed in the traditional yellow-brick

walls: family, teachers, coaches, and the boys. Six

years is a long lime but is also not enough to answer

the important question: what does it mean to be a St.

Michael's man? Instead of answering with words, I

Li
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the younger ones, always keep

adition. I wouldn't have it

any other way.

During the past four years, I can honestly say that

St. Michael's has turned me into the man I have

become. St. Mike's has been more than just a school to

me, but a home. I would like to thank my
loving parents, for supporting my dream to attend

St. Michael's and allowing that dream to become a

reality. Thanks especially to my amazing teachers,

passing on their knowledge and providing me with the

skills and assets to succeed beyond the yellow brick

walls. And finally, thanks to my boys for giving me by

far the best years of my life, and ones that I will

always remember. Shout out to my boys, you know

who you arc. You are all the best, 1 love you guys.

Thanks for the memories, KB4L, ciao fratelli.

"Gentlemen, we are going to relentlessly chase

perfection, knowing full well we will not catch it,

because [only God) is perfect. But we are going to

relentlessly chase it, because in the process we will

catch excellence." -Vince Lombardi.

1 will inevitably forget the stuff I have been taught

'\ .."::.;",:„.';'.;;",":;"

stilled with. Thank you to my parents and to God, my

I

own models of perfection. "And though your Joe has to

go, he may come back to you again."

It's hard to believe that my six years at St. Mike's have

finally come to an end, and that I will never walk the

halls as a student ever again. The lessons learned, not

only in the classroom, have made me into a better man.

There is no way to describe the experience I had the

last six years of my life. My time here was full of great

memories which I will always remember. I would like

tn thsink ttw nnronls fnr thrir lm<p nnd uuidancft and for

the opportunity to attend such a great school as

St. Mike's. Finally, I would like to thank my friends,

who have become like family to me, for all the good

limes we had and all the memories we shared.
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My 6 years at SMC have flown by, but the memories

and friendships made along the way will never be

forgotten. I would like to (hank my parents for all their

sacrifices and giving me the opportunity to come to St.

Mike's. As well, thank you to the Basilian Fathers and

all of the great teachers that made me into the

St. Michael's Man I am today. Lastly, and most

importantly, thank you to all the boys who made this

journey so memorable. I will cherish all the good

times and never forget you guys. Double Blue for life!

First of all I would like to thank God for giving me
this opportunity. I'd like to thank my mom and dad,

my friends and loved ones for their support. I would

like to thank all the faculty and staff for their help and

support. Thanks for all the memories. Cuba 09, Rugby,

Etobicoke Crew. Best of luck to everyone and never

forget where you came from; we came from

ST. MIKE'S.

"Today, I'm the greatest of all time. Thank you."

Kerry Blues, Metrobowl, Metrobowl, Saturday

morning Prakkys really "tired", Forbesy yelling fror

50 yards away, The Bonavillc, Taking Dalglish to hi

first buzzshow, Nick's House Saturdays, stayin horn

flowin away, Leadership Camp, Pizza Pizza, Desigt

Tech, Mandarin, Kelly Welch, Doug chants, Tharmc

Crunchin Iron, Pandas, Bungow, Trish, Hakkas, Swe
Bros, unhook the plow, Burta, Jeeth. P-Breaking stu

theTTC, Michael Power, Game Film, Dr.D, Buda,

Soccer, Europe with Z-Town, Montreal, Loretto

Abbey, Good friends. Stay Classy SMC.

It's been a great four years that have gone by fast. First

off, I'd like to thank my parents for their support...

and money to pay for tuition. I also want to thank

all those teachers and coaches who have helped me
stay on-track throughout the years. Lastly, I thank my
friends for all the great times, and the better memories:

lawnbowling with Boss and Peach, lunch atTimmy's,

Loblaws, and ET, and playing sweet lax with the boys.

All in all, we made it; we're out. Though we now take

our separate paths to bigger things, hopefully we'll all

be back inside these yellow-brick walls someday to

remember and laugh about the years we spent here.

6 years, and it's all over. St. Mike's has undoubtedly

given me the most incredible years of my life, ones

which I will never forget. From Guido Day to Nonni

Day, from Grade 10-12 lunches to fashion shows and

everything in between, my time spent at St. Mikes

has been something I wouldn't trade for anything and

something I would give everything to re-live. A special

thanks goes to the teachers that have so fittingly guided

my studies...Narducci, Barry, Zanardo, Mancuso,

Higgins and Di Leo. Thanks also goes out to my
loving parents for giving me this remarkable

experience. Lastly, thanks to my friends who have now
become my brothers and who I owe an infinite amount

of gratitude to. It's not goodbye boys, it's see you later.

Most likely to become a

Basilian priest.

Conor O Mum
Aaron Crighton

Gianluca Ieraci

First off, I'd like to thank my mother and Fr. Redici

for the opportunity to attend St. Mike's. I couldn't hi

done it without them or my family. To all my buddii

thanks for the great times- good luck next year am
keep in touch! It's been a phenomenal 4 years for

me. I will never forget my "SMC experience". I ha>

learned a lot about myself, the world, and others b
being a part of the Leadership, Social Justice, Deba

and Stock Market clubs. I can truthfully say that St

Mike's, my teachers, family, and friends have helpe

mold me into the man I am today. Time, I admit, di

go by quickly, but I can never say goodbye, becaus

"I'll be back!"- Arnold Schwarzenegger
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The last six years at St. Mike's have been truly

unforgettable, from the excellent teachers to the great

friends that I have made. I came in "Kicking and

screaming," now 1 go out "kicking and screaming".

For all you rookies and 9ers out there, enjoy your time

at St. Mike's because it goes by faster than you think.

Make new friends, get involved, and concentrate on

your academics, but most important be a St. Mike's

man. Lastly, I would like to thank my parents who

invested a lot of money and patience in me, so that I

could get the best education possible.

Through all the struggles and accomplishments over

the past four years, it has finally come to an end. From

the good times to the bad times, 1 wouldn't change

it for the world, because they have been a defining

moment in my life. The lessons learned and the values

instilled in me, will always be cherished and be used in

the journey ahead. I want to thank my parents for their

support through it all. Good luck boys!

Two roads diverged in a wood, and

I took the one less traveled by,

Now I'm in the middle of the woods and

1 have no idea where the hell I am.

w
"Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where

there is no path and leave a trail." - R. Emerson

I am not a sheep, so 1 guess that makes me a shepherd.

The education that I have received within these yellow

brick walls is relevant to virtually any aspect of life,

and it has made me realize that I am not confined to

any path. I craft my own.

Its been 4 years at SMC..wow! Where has the time Okay boys, looks like we made it. First off I'd, like to

gone? I remember the first time I came to the school, thank Pam and Jim Fulls for the support. Thanks to all

I thought the school was so huge, 1 didn't know where

any of my classes were, and today I still don't. I've had

a ton of memories at this school from the

homecomings, the R-Hill bus rides home from school,

to the 2nd period spare mini stick games and 5th

period spare work out sessions. Throughout it all, 1

always had my friends with me. I would also like to

my teachers, coaches, friends and family for

making my 4 years here a beauty. Time really flew and

I couldn't imagine having such an amazing time

anywhere else. Shout outs to L-block, Etobz,

Woodbridge Bros, and the 3-peaters. Heres to Camp

Frank, flipping stools in chem, OTPs, Chem-ball,

Throwing Sauce, BPs, Canoe trips, AA, leadership,

thank my parents, whom without them, I would not be I.I coach Draps, ping pongers, and y=t. Good luck boys,

writing this quote. It has been a blast these 4 years and

1 can't wait for what's next to come.

and remember, no matter how successful you may

become, we're all just "Poor little niners"-Leonard

Chittle. Cya on the other side, Peace.

100 words can't describe 6 years worth of memories

but here's the rundown anyway. Mornings in the cat",

Lunch at Da's with the boys, 2nd period spare, P90,

and DI Leo's Turkeys. It's been a great 6 years and 1

want to thank all those who have helped me, especially

my parents for all their sacrifices. And a big shout out

to all my boys, thanks for the greal times. 6 years gone

and now it's game time...geeve.
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Time Hies like an arrow, fruit flies like a banana -

Groucho Marx

II is hard to believe six years have gone by so fast. I

want to thank my parents for all of their support and

love, and for all the rides and lunches. I also want to

thank my teachers for putting up with me. I'll never

forget Metrobowls at the Domer, Alive Outdoors, six

glorious years of ski team, NY '06, Za's, Snotty Purp,

and the Calc Crew. Here's to times we can't remember

and ones we'll never forget. I'll bleed Double Blue

forever, and will always remember "the difference

between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra."

Feel it.

It is hard to believe that my 5th year at St. Mike's is

coming to an end. It seems like the days have flown

by since I first walked in my grade 8 homeroom. The
good times have never ended, even if they have been

intertwined with long hours studying for exams, and

countless hours staying up all night writing essays. I

will never forget St. Mike's, always remembering

waking up early for a good time with the ski team,

don't forget Farva, Hoikety Choiks at the Metrobowl,

and making friends that will last a lifetime.

"The bricks are black!" - Mr. Trcntadue. To my friend

who have helped me through this experience and mad
St. Mike's what it was for me, thanks. From counties

mornings in the caf, to lunches at Da Marias, nights oi

plays, and sports. To my parents, who provided me wi

the opportunity to be part of this great tradition. To III

greats Si. DiLeo, Mme./Si. DiMeglio, Mr. Grassi, am

Mr. Pulla who helped me pursue languages.

Mr. Narducci for Gr. 12 Calculus classes which will ne\

be forgotten. Mr. Fificld, Jal, and Jory for the great tim

at Camp, and the lessons learned. I walked into these

yellow brick halls 6 years ago a tacchino, now 1 leav<

a soaring eagle who learned goodness, discipline anc

knowledge, who bleeds double blue forever.
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Three years of singing songs, sleeping or pretending to

care for whatever complacent voices with counterfeit

visages were saying. Yet somehow, my detachment has

grown adhesive, on the verge of attachment. The
ability to call myself an alumni from St. Michael's

College School is amazing. So here's to turning a cynic

into a believer because St. Mike's got me believing,

I can t believe that our tune at St. Mike's is actually

over. The memories and good times will last forever.

To my family, teachers, and friends, thanks for all the

inspiration and support, I needed it. And to everybody

else, we are leaving St. Mike's not knowing exactly

where we will end up and not knowing exactly what

life will throw at us, but we're leaving prepared and

ready to face any challenge. I don't think we will ever

forget what St. Mike's has taught us. Our time here is

done and we're off to conquer the world. Cheers.

Its hard to summarize my whole time at St. Mike's .

such few words. From bleeding double blue to hangi

with the tripod to the inside jokes no one will ever

understand, this has been the time of my life. I have

thank my family for all their support and my friend

who saw me through it all. My second home at SM
will never be forgotten. A St. Mike's man will alwa

find his way home. My only advice I could give is ji

keep breathing and geeving, the best is yet to come
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Well boys we made it. My 6 years at St. Mike's went

by way too fast and it's gonna be tough to leave this

place. 1 can't thank my family enough for encouraging

me to attend St. Mike's because it was the best

decision I ever made. So here's to chocolate milk,

wienses, road puck, and TP picking you up as long as

you say please. I'll never forget any of you boys and

remember: they're not dents, they're goals. GOT EM.

"You cannot claim to have seen something until you

have photographed it." These past 6 years have been

a blur. If a picture is wortli a thousand words, I have

enough photos to last me an entire lifetime with all the

memories I've captured while at this school.

Basketball, ping pong, and break dancing with theAA
Crew, it has been unreal. It has been a privilege to

attend St. Mike's, gaining the friendships 1 will cherish

always. I thank my parents, teachers and brothers for

everything. As we enter the next chapter of our lives,

I will always look back on the Class of '09.

LOL it's hard to start this. It's been an enjoyable and

relaxing four years. Joining this community, I was cut

from the volleyball team right away. Being cut made

me realize how different this community is from my
elementary school. There are always people that are

going to be better than you. You just have to be the best

you can be. I kept this in mind, and succeeded in the

swim team and badminton team both qualifying for

OFSAA. Shout outs to my friends (YEE ASIA), my
teachers, my coaches, and especially my parents for

their constant support and memories.

The guys at St. Mike s are better than they are

anywhere else, and I saw that every period of every

day with every one in Class of 09. Thanks, and keep

bringing it, it's time for the rest of the world to know

that.

I would like to thank all the beauties that have made

the entirety of my time at SMC so unreal. Thanks:

hunt, trivs, laz, scarps, peaches, CP9, J, C, V, chairs,

MP, miniach, d'eaf, dayrock
,
p-nut, dougz, pritty,

paolini, perfs, mangy, tunes, mass, leon, De

Sandwhich, the essay-boys, barnzy, parky, JD, desjer,

levine, simmasorus, team sitnone, dri, rob, sadoz, city

of tro, turano, forge, zalz, wormsauce, marco, caley,

mersch, moto, beagz, choch, bigT, e-tings, gugc,

spnnr, taj, kimmer, zar, kawa, ncgles, cappy, perky,

chase, frank, D, yusless, mauro, JP, peezy, lou, dusters,

mooch, ty, j-swamps, JC, phil, tars, cianfrans, beal,

whitey, burlon, vardy, ma and butters. SMC '09.

Least Jers.

Domemco Di Carlo

Eric Pitre

Sean Dougan
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These lasl 4 years have certainly been unforgettable

and have had an everlasting effect on me. All the

friendships and memories, including medaling at

OFSAA in Windsor with the Senior Azzurri. the

Florida-Bahamas Cruise. Intramural Soccer in the

dome and much more will live with me forever. I

would like to thank my parents for giving me the op-

portunity to attend St. Mike's. My gratitude also goes

out to God. my teachers, friends and brother for their

continuous support, St. Mike's has given me the op-

portunity to be successful, now it's up to me to seize it.

Best of luck in the future boys!

4
Most likely to marry a

rich wife.

Jason Lacombe!?/Mi

-yam

mm

Gianluca Ieraci

Michael Sado

As I reach the end of my time here at St. Mike's, I

realize that I'm not leaving this school with friends,

I'm leaving with brothers. Now aside from thanking

my parents for giving me this wonderful opportunity, I

would like to thank my brothers, because without them

my time at St. Mike's would not have been nearly as

great and eventful as it has been. So here's to my boys.

because without you guys. I would be leaving this

school with friends, not family.

Being at St. Mike's reminds me of a quote I

memorized...

Ezekiel 25: 1 7. The path of the righteous man is beset

on all sides by the inequities of the selfish and the

tyranny of evil men. For he is truly his brother's keeper

and the finder of lost children. And I will strike down
upon thee with great vengeance and furious anger

those who attempt to poison and destroy my brothers.

And you will know I am the Lord when I lay my
vengeance upon you

- "Pulp Fiction" Learn it. and Love it. ..M.J

Six years, quite possiBly the best of my Lite, gone by

in an instant. What morE can 1 say? Though it's now
tiiiiE to move on. the memories and lessons learneD

will stay with me forever. Attending St. Mike's has

been an aBsolute priviLege. I cherish not only the

classroom lessons but all of my experiences: at camps,

on trips, at the rink, in the music room, with clUbs, and

on stage. A hEartfelt thank you to my parents for their

countless sacriFices, tO my teachers for their tiReless

efforts, and to my friends for thEir support in journey-

ing with me. Boys, it's been unreal! Keep the tradition

aliVe and bEst of luck to all in the futuRe!.

When I fust entered through the doors of St. Mike

in grade eight, I was filled with nervousness and

excitement: this was the beginning of a challengin

five-year battle. Now that I am graduating. I fondl

look back at those years and realize how much I ha

achieved as a result. I could not have done this with

the love and support from my Mom. Dad, and siste

would also like to thank all of my teachers for

encouraging me to succeed, and my friends who sti

by my side through it all. I will forever

bleed double blue.
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"As a tribute to the many people who filled me with

ideas over my six year stay in Canada, I have

composed a short list of my "secret for success".

I . Have n goal based mindset (assists don't count)

!. If opportunity doesn't conic knocking, build a door. If it

toes, buy a lock, just in case,

3. Never expect anything and you will never be surprised or

disappointed. Alternatively, expect everything witbin the realm

jf probability and you will gain the power of foresight. (Ex.

The next thing you willingly eat will be edible)

t. Being crazy is okay. Insanity is nothing more than a unique

lerspective. Paradoxically, little bit of madness will keep you

iane through the tough times.

5. Never waste time with regret. Cut your losses, learn from

your mistakes, and move on.

When starting my time at St. Mike's four years ago, I

didn't realize the impact that one school would have-

on me. To all the boys, you guys are unreal. To my
parents, thanks for everything. To my teachers and

coaches, thank you for all the time and effort you put

into this school. As Mr. Chittle says, "The strength of

the pack is in the wolf. The strength of the wolf is in

the pack." We did it guys. We came into this school as

boys and now we're leaving as St. Michael's men. I

bleed blue and I will forever! Lastly, to all the Basilian

fathers, thanks for all you have done. OH and to

Mrs. Gray, thanks for editing my essays along the way.

If you did not edit my essays and this quote, 1 would

not be in university.

Well guys, it's the end of the road and looking back

through these six years I've come to realize that it's

been the best time of my life. Buzzer's games, the

spirit rallies, the weight room, soccer on the field and

intramurals. and rugby. I feel accomplished after these

six years and am ready to move on but I'll never forget

these yellow halls.

"The greatest pleasure in hie is doing what people say

you cannot do" - Anonymous

Cheers boys.

I am pleasantly surprised that you have chosen to read

my grad quote. It must have taken a certain degree of

will, patience and courage to find my name. Now, I

implore you to take those virtues and translate them

into a life of self dignity. Define yourself; refuse to

conform. To live life as another is to trap yourself -

there is "No Exit." To the ugly ducklings and alien

tubes reading this, know that different is good. My
time at St. Mike's has been enriching and memorable.

A little courage and an open mind reveals that there is

much to be thankful for.

I wish I was still in high school especially with all

my memories contained in this school: The camping.

the laughs, the jokes, after school basketball, sports,

clubs, cramming for exams. Dr, D, and the experience

overall. I have to move on someday, I just didn't want

to end so soon.

P.S, My half brothers Keith and Scott are going to be

the next geniuses. You heard it from me.

P.S.S: For the next generations, don't compete against

others. It's just yourself. And take Latin and Ex Sci.

You won't regret it.
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Some may say "Done at last". During my first clays at

St. Mike's I felt like an outcast. But time flew by so

fast, not knowingly I currently sit here looking at the

past. Knowing everything and everyone at last, I feel

like a million bucks. But ya, I know, it sucks thai my
time is up and it's time to move on. For all of you I'm

leaving behind, remember one thing: don't ever settle

for anything but the best, if you do you'll just end up

like the rest.

"And in the end, it s not the years in your life thai

count. It's the life in your years." Abraham Lincoln.

As I have reached the end I reflect upon the past 6

years of my life that St. Mike's has given me. I have

experienced so much and made so many friends. I

have been molded into the St. Michael's man lhat I am
today. I am forever indebted to my parents, friends,

teachers and everyone else who helped me along the

way.

I'd just like lo give many thanks to my parents foi

dropping $60 K on my educalion, and the entire

St. Mike's community for shaping me into the Cath

I am today. Thank you for making this experieno

possible.

The past six years have certainly come and gone in a

whirlwind of valuable experiences, and what an

unforgettable journey it has been. I have been blessed

to be suirounded by such a dedicated group of

individuals whom I would like to thank, including my
parents, teachers, coaches, friends, and of course the

Basilians. Here's to good limes in Sherbrooke '08,

Montreal '09, leadership camps, back row functions,

the calc crew, period 5 spare, and of course Friday

Physics Feasts. We all leave St. Mike's better people,

overcome by a rewarding ordeal that will resonate

throughout those yellow bricks long after our

deparlure. I will always bleed double blue. Good luck

boys, it has been a privilege!

The future depends on what we do in the present." -

Mahatma Gandhi.

Firsl, 1 would like to lhank (he whole faculty and all of

Ihe priests for my time here. I would also like to lhank

the coaches of the (rack team for making me a regular

face at OFSAA. Also the Senior Blues thanks for lhat

magical run at OFSAA '08. Breakys, Yons, and trying

to sneak Ihe sports section into English; Ihe memories

I amassed at SMCS will stay with me forever. The

night is darkest before the dawn. Classes of '09 just

remember stay gold J Pares out.

Thanks for all the memories, its been unreal. When in

doubt: eat, sleep and repeat.

If there is one thing I regret about St. Mike's, it is

.

coming here sooner. Kicking off the St. Mike's jour

in Grade 10, 1 definitely couldn't have imagined tl

powerful impact that this school would have on m
life. Whether I was heading a ball, passing a baton,

reading a sheet of music, everything I have done ai

everyone I have met have made a resilient mark in

memory. I'll never forget Ihe inspiring teachers, tl

inspiring coaches, and, dare I say, the inspiring trie

who showed me what il truly means to be a man. i

here's to Ihe late practices, the sleepless nights, ai

to the community lhat is more than just a high scht

Thanks a lot boys, and as hard as it is to believe, II

best is yet to come.
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After 6 years it's nil over... I never thought the moment

would come because I was always so comfortable

here. It's like a home to me now. But life is a

casting off and its time to move out. I want to thank the

Basilian fathers, the teachers, and all my coaches for

making me into the man I am today. Most

importantly, I want to thank my family; the support

you give me is immeasurable and I'm afraid I will

never be able to give that back. Leaving St. Mike's but

not letting it leave me, Quinton Malfara KB4L #37

Now that the day has finally come for us to leave these

yellow brick walls, we see our whole lives spread out

in front of us. The road may be bumpy, it may twist

and turn and troubles may find us along the way, but

our time at St. Michael's has given us an invaluable

map to follow. We leave here with the knowledge,

strength and courage to handle anything that comes

our way, and for that and so much more we are truly

grateful to the St. Michael's family and faculty. May
St. Michael walk with us always.

I wish my stay at St. Mike's could have been longer

than two years. It went by so fast. Here's to Mom,
Dad, shotty purp, XC and track with the bear,

snowboard team and everyone that made my time at

St. Mike's one to remember. Thanks to teachers and

friends for making me a better man forever and good

luck to all.

wm
wlm
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Most likely to live out of his car.

mm Jakub Lesnik

Gianluca Ieraci

Peter Regan

Firstly, I'd like to send my love to my parents who kept

me going through the tips and downs and who helped

give me a clear perspective on things. Cheers to all the

teachers and classmates who made this ride the very

best. To the good times we'll never forget, and the

times we will never remember. St. Mike's will always

have a place in my heart, right next to the fond

memories of metro bowls, pep-rallies, snow days,

weekend wheels, Etobes, chest workouts, MTL '09,

Hawaiian Shirt Day and Schedule B's. Remember, we

didn't go to any high school, we went to St. Mike's.
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ll has taken four years for me to figure out that the

effort put into something is all that you get out of it.

Nothing is given without strings attached. Everything

has benefits, everything has costs. St. Michael's is

a great school, with great staff where I learned a lot

about myself and life in general. Because of my time

here, I will always think about the choices I'm making.

Always remember... above all else, you have only one

life, one chance. Don't waste it.

The two years I spent at SMCS have taught me much

about the real world... If the world had no women.

Congratulations to Graduating Class of '09! Short and

Sweet.

"Bleed to Succeed, preferably Blue"

1 procrastinate. Since the first day of grade seven,

have procrastinated working on every single essay

project, and lab. Obviously, I left the grad quote to t

last minute, so I cannot think of anything else to sa

Graduating from St. Mike's is not leaving a school, it's

leaving a home. You can gel a highschool education

many places but you can't get the same family you

get here. I'd like to thank my parents, teachers, and

peers for this unforgettable experience and am forever

grateful. So here's to the most memorable six years of

our lives, the hoikity choiks, overtime bar downs, three

peat, ball hockey glory, unrizzle flizzle. l-block crew,

chew, and canoe, soak it up boys, go big, go flow, but

just so you know: why sleep when you're livin' the

dream?

"As you walk down the fairway of life you must smell

the roses, for you only get to play one round."

- Ben Hogan

Keep it real boys. 3 PEAT

AVm
Yeah Bnddayyy! High school has now come to an

end, we are no longer going to be walking down those

halls with our blue blazers getting asked to do up our

top button or shave. I'll always remember all those

D-Times, winning the three-peat with my brothers, and

the Dawg Pound. I wouldn't change these four years

I had at St. Mike's for anything, we had some good

times. Just remember "Keep the good times going" -

Bud guy. A message from the headliner, the showstop-

per, the main event Mini AKA Juicy J...KB4L #45

The years have passed quicker than I could have

expected possible: four years ago entering into a nt

school, unsure of the paths available. The people I r

and friends I made will be with me forever. Lookit

back at it all I would have changed nothing. Thes

experiences are what define me as who 1 am and

would never change that. 1 guess it's time to peace

premises, Oh yeah, one final note, don't be a prodi

of the environment but make the environment a

product of you.
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Wow. For six years I've been calling this place home. It's

hard to believe lhat next school year will start somewhere

new. After six first days of school, six homeroom classes,

six homeroom teachers, and six years full of memories,

next year I'll have to start fresh again, with new classes,

new teachers, and new classmates, this time however, at

a new school. I would like to thank my teachers, friends,

and most importantly, my family who have made all

of this possible for me. Shout outs to all my boys (you

know who you are), 2nd period spare, grade eight Byrne

and many more memories that will stay with me forever.

"Suit up" boys, and let's show the world how great St.

Michael's men really are.

IMS ikely to not do this survey.

Wesley Maynard

Michael D'Eath

Matthew Valenzano

I d like to thank anyone who has shared a memorable

moment with me at St. Mike's. Special thanks to JP for

carrying me through physics. I wish you all the best of

luck. See ya around.

"I say never be complete. I say stop being perfect, I

say let's evolve. Let the chips fall where they may."

-Tyler Durden

It's been 6 years and it reels like I just came to

St. Mike's yesterday. I will always have many good

memories from the time I spent here: the dance-off in

Lumsden's class. Dr. Doyle's Latin class, the Ecuador

trip, the metrobowl and many more. I've had many

great teachers and couldn't have expected more.

Thanks for an awesome experience!!

Its hard to believe that just a short while ago. we were

all little schmelts roaming the halls and now, 4 years

later, we're graduating as the beauties we arc. I'd like

to thank my parents for giving me this amazing

experience that is SMC. I'd also like to thank all the

teachers, coaches, and mentors at the school, namely

Mr. Arseneau, for the guidance and help you've

provided for me along the way. Finally, how can I

forget the boys, you know who you are. We've grinded

it out through the good and bad and I can't wait to

keep fighting with you boys in the future.
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The past 6 years surrounded by these yellow brick

walls have gone by way loo fast, but I will never forget

all the memories created within them. I would like to

thank my parents and grandparents for giving me the

opportunity to attend St. Mike's. Too many friends

have been made along the way, L-Block, Etobez, and

the Woodbridge boys will never be forgotten and I

wish the best of luck to all of them.It's been a blast, I

have learned so much, and would do it all again in a

heartbeat. Thanks boys.

One ot the first things that I was told when I arrived

here in grade 7 is that time flics by at St. Mike's.

These past 6 years have felt like only one, but they

have been some of the best years of my life. I have to

really thank my family for giving me the opportunity

to come to this amazing school. I will never forget the

yells of Teeee Peece from C Chairs down the hall, and

the great seasons with the L-Block Flames.

Thanks for the great years brohans.

Six years already? These yellow bricks have instilled

in me values that I wish to carry with me for the rest

of my life. They've also adopted me into a family

that I am so glad to be a part of. All the hard work has

finally paid off, but I couldn't have done it without

Mom, Dad, Pat, Mark, and Zoe behind me. Here's

to twine-ticklers with the Gaels, 6:30 AM with the

Sharks, Mersch, Panno and Cam Jams, and of course

all the boys: Etobez, Puck, Football, The Bridge, and

of course L-Block. I'm walking under the arch but I'll

never leave this family. See you boys in the Bahamas!

Four years have come and gone, and now we stand

before the archway, a marker on our journey of

maturity. Facing the future, we are hopeful and

nervous, but not afraid. For while we may be leaving

the yellow bricks, the tradition they stand for will

always be right behind us, providing support when we

stumble, and giving us strength to forge ahead. My
experience here has been like no other. Many thanks

lo my teachers for their guidance, and to the friends

who were there to share the good times and laugh off

the rough limes. It's been fun, boys. Keep in touch.
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St. Mike's has been more than just a school lo me; it's

been a family and home that I will never forget, I want

lo thank my parents, teachers, and friends for making

my lime in the yellow halls as enjoyable as possible.

With De Piero and Byrne starting me off, my 6 years

of double blue couldn'l have been belter. With best

receiving core CT4 SB 14 NN I , Metro Bowl 3 Peal.

Loved every momenl and wouldn't change it for

anything. Most jams, most brews, most alpha, most

love. I'm out... "SHOWTIME" CP9

I can't believe the time has finally come. Time to say

goodbye to the place I have called home for the past

six years. I can still remember walking through the

yellow-bricked halls in grade seven feeling

overwhelmed. Six years later, 1 feel confident with

what I have learned and have made friendships that

will last a lifetime. My greatest gratitude goes out to

my parents for their endless love and support. Without

them, none of this would have been possible. I would

also like to thank my friends for all the great times and

memories. I am truly proud to call you guys my
brothers. Lastly, I thank you St. Mike's for shaping me

into the man I am today.

II you had the choice to pack it up and leave the

school and people you know for something new an

unknown, would you do it? I was wary when face

with this dilemma, but I wenl for it and I haven't

looked back since. To anyone who believes that the

is no difference between St. Mike's and any other hi

school, 1 can assure you this is not Ihe case. It's th

attitude, the passion, and Ihe competitive nature that

instilled in us that sets us apart. We know we can ge

done. Work hard, party harder.
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Four years has come and gone, and its been the ride of

a lifetime. I wheeled into these yellow brick walls as

a rookie, a mere shmclt not knowing what to expect. I

now exit through the arch as a 4 year seasoned veteran

who is ready to take on any suey pass that may be sent

my way in life. I'd like to thank my parents forgiving

me this opportunity; they have been there for me the

whole way and 1 love you guys! Finally, to the

beauties...we've gone cheese, chucked sauce, and

dropped the mitts and I wouldn't trade it for the world!

Stay Classy fellas,

KP

Most likely to become a professional athlete.

Kyle Periera

John Miniaci

Ben Ma

m*$S/!V9*

I went into St. Mike's as myself and I am leaving that

way, but over the past four years I have developed and

as I look back I like the part St. Mike's has played

in my continued growth. There were many lessons

learned and experiences had with faculty and students.

But the award for best part of my St. Mike's

experience goes to my core group of ridiculous friends.

There's a reason I called you guys bro so much, it's

called love boys, love.

To my family; you guys do everything for me and I

know it, thank you.

Putting a lifetime of memories into these 100 words

is one of the hardest things I've ever had to do. What

felt like four extremely long years now seems so short.

Special thanks go out to my parents, family, friends

and teachers, you made this all possible for me and I

can't thank you enough. There have been a lot of ups

and downs, but I wouldn't compromise any of them;

they made me the man I am today. So here's to time

with the boys, all the inside jokes and embarrassing

moments, late to gym with DelFatti, trekking from

Richmond Hill, and the second period spare crew. This

doesn't all end now that we are graduating; it's only

just beginning boys.

Now that my high school career has come to a close

I can look back on all the good times I have had,

third period kick can games, D-Time with Mini and

D'Eather, Senior Puck with the boys, the list goes on

forever. On a more serious note, I would like to thank

my parents for the opportunities and support they have

given me. Now on my way to bigger and better things,

I leave the school to the shmelly's that are left and

hope that they carry on the St. Mike's tradition. Never

forget Ellis D-Time Skoal White "Keep your stick on

the ice"

"It is not wealth, nor ancestry, but honourable conduct

and a noble disposition that make men great."

-Ovid

Many thanks to family and friends for making the 4

years enjoyable and to SMC for showing me what life

is all about.

I have been truly blessed to attend St. Mike's for six

amazing years. The St. Michael's culture of faith and

brotherhood will always resound strongly with me.

I would like to thank my parents, brother, family,

friends, teachers, the Basilian Fathers, and God for

inspiring me to reach my fullest potential and to thrive

within the opportunities offered by this wonderful in-

stitution. From music concerts, to the musical, to first

period spare, the memories established within these

yellow brick walls will never be forgotten. Remember

boys: be leaders, be disciples, be St. Michael's Men.

f
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Done already?! Thanks lo all my teachers, my family

and the boys. The L-Block, Etobcz, The 'bridge (bro),

and the three-peaters. Here's to lawn-bowling with

Doyle and the boys, Gaels Lax with Al fresh and pags,

the one-year with sr. hockey and swimming with the

sharks. There was H-tings, Boss and the muddiest

canoe trip of my life. Math time stories and poetry

with Fulton. Ribs flipping out when I flipped my stool

but I still had a nicer celly after chemball. I'll miss

everyone, see you boys in the Bahamas.

6 years ago it all started when I was a young, little

boy... I would like to thank my parents for providing

me with the opportunity of a lifetime. Also, thanks to

my boys who I have created a massive brotherhood

with. Many memories established, biggest being the

2008 Metro Bowl. I will never forget you boys and

good luck to you all. ..The Hoikely Choik once

sounded like gibberish, now it's a second language...

Here I am, 5 inches taller, and I leave these yellow

brick walls as a Kerry Blue, but more importantly as

Over the years I've made a lot of good friends and

I'd just like to thank everyone who's helped me get

through here. I'm going to miss this place.

KB4L # 23

The last six years have been a blast! I would like to

thank my parents for all their love and support. Thanks

to all my friends for all the great times and for picking

me up in the not so good ones. Thanks to all the

teachers who made the classroom a not so bad place

to be. To all students currently attending St. Mike's: if

you're ever going through a bad time, never give up,

never surrender, keep moving forward, and if you do

that you will succeed. Goodbye St. Mike's,

Helloooooo world, watch out. here I come!

Never before have I been so late for so many things

so many times. Thanks/sorry to Mrs. O and all of my
teachers.

For the past three short years St. Mike s has been lik

second home to me. Looking back, there were so mai

good and bad memories in such a short span of time

From the classroom lo the weight room, parties, buzz

games and to the football field just to name a few. I'

never forget all the strong friendships made; the har<

work and commitment: the injuries, championships

and heartbreaking losses that I experienced while pla

ing football. St. Mike's has taught me so much abou

life and I am thankful and privileged to have been pa

of something so special.
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My last walk through the yellow brick halls will be

a memorable one. 6 years of my life have passed,

thankfully at St. Mike's. I would like to thank my
family for all their love and support, the teachers, and

the Basilian Fathers (Rest in Peace Fr. Zorzi). I would

also like to thank the boys for all the great memories

and friendships as well as making my time here one

to remember. You boys will be my brothers for life

and I'll never forget all the times we spent together

wearing the Double Blue. For 6 years I have sweat and

bled double blue and forever I will have the St. Mike's

tradition run through my veins.

\M/k
It is hard to believe how quickly my six years within

these yellow brick walls have passed. Entering as a

boy, and leaving as a man. I would like to thank my
parents for their support, and giving me the

opportunity to attend St. Mike's. A great experience,

filled with many memories which will last a lifetime.

St. Mike's has shaped me to be the man I am today,

and the man 1 will become. Lastly, how can I forget my
friends, who have been like brothers to me, we've been

through a lot, and we will slick together, as

St. Michael's men. Thanks for the memories. "If you

can imagine it, you can achieve it; if you can dream it,

you can become it."

It was a good ride. Huge thanks to my parents,

teachers and all the boys.

Etobes for life.

In the wild, there is no health care. In the wild, health

care is, "Ow, I hurt my leg. I can't run. A lion eats me

and I'm dead." Well, I'm not dead. I'm the lion, you're

dead.

-Dwight Schrute

Four years of my life at St. Mike's is an experience

that I'll never have again. Whether on the tennis court,

at the foo/.eball tables, in the library, the cafe, and in

the classrooms, there was usually a good lime to be

had. Sure waking up way too early in the morning to

catch the bus and the pretty hefty workload was not

all that exciting, but I'd definitely do it all over again

just to re-live the St. Mike's life! One last thing about

spare: period 2 spare means.... beating Jensen in Ping

Pong!

Most likely to

run the world.

Lakmal Perera

Dominik Svehla

Stefano Guglietti

Wow! These last 6 years have flown by; it leels like

just yesterday 1 walked through these yellow brick

walls which I now call home. I'm really going to miss

this place from all the early morning swim meets to

the late night football practices. Thanks to my football

coaches, the "09 metro bowl football team (3 peat,

baby). Thanks to my boys Gabe, Mike, Stef, Greco,

Valenz, Luca; I couldn't have done it without you.

Thanks to my amazing parents for sending me to such

a great school and supporting me all the way. I will

forever bleed blue! See you later boys!

Mario Scarpelli

12H

I would like to thank my friends and family for letting

me enjoy my four years at St. Michael's. It has truly

been a great experience; from battling on the ice with

my senior boys to taking it to the house and winning

that 3 peat metro bowl that no one in history will

touch. There have been so many memorable

experiences through my time that cannot be summed

up in such few words. It's been an honour to hold the

tradition in my hands and now it is time to pass it on

to the next few men who will continue our memories

on forever.

When I started at St. Mike's in Grade 7, 1 already

had two younger brothers. Now, at the end of it all, I

have more brothers than I could ever count. Special

shout-out to the rest of the Senior Kerry Blues, 3 peat

champs, forever my brothers. And special shout-out to

Chris, we had some amazing times bro, I'll never

forget them, and I'm sure there's more to come.

Thanks to my parents for all their support and love,

and thanks to my teachers for putting up with me! We
did it boys! Best of luck to all of you, I'll never forget

the times we had.
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The besl pari of high school was ihc girls, you're all

beau I i ful.

Anyways, lake care boys, love Sgro.

Wow what a ride, lime has really flown by! Looking

back to Grade 7, 1 walked into the student entrance

a quiet, timid, young boy and six years later 1 walk

through the arches a charismatic, proud St. Michael's

man. I can't thank enough my family, friends, Basilian

fathers, teachers, coaches, administration, and

everyone else in the Si. Michael's community for

making my lime here so special and giving me every

chance lo succeed. 1 look forward to continuing my
relationship with the St. Michael's community and

seeing how each of my classmates continue to grow in

the upcoming years.

My four years at St. Mike's represent Ihc mosl memo-
rable and enjoyable years of my life. I always felt as if

I was part of a special family. The friendships 1 have

made within these yellow brick walls arc just as solid

as the bricks themselves. 1 love you guys, and you

know who you are. Whether il be in the dome, at Da

Maria's, or in a room full of Guidos and Nonni,

St. Mike's was home. Thanks to all my teachers for

giving me a solid base to build greatness upon.

St. Mike's truly taught me goodness, discipline, and

knowledge.

Why should I give you a quote?

Do you deserve it?

Yeah you do.

You deserve it because you've earned a place here, in

our yellow brick halls.

You deserve it because you're men, right where I was

however long ago.

You deserve it because you're St. Mike's boys and you

are the kings of this world.

Yeah, we're graduating, we're leaving, but I guarantee

we'll never forget this place, 'cause we're going to the

top, and it'd be lonely up there, if it weren't for our

brothers bleeding blue, right there with us.

I'll turn out alright, and hopefully you will too.

And we'll have an alright world as it has always been.

Mediocrity of the cosmos perpetuates.

Someone needs to step up, don't they?

I have had four phenomenal years at St. Mike's, it's

hard to believe it is already over. I have gained a lot <

experience over my time at St. Mike's, experience th

I will carry with me and use for the rest of my life,

am infinitely grateful to all those who helped me gai

that experience, from teachers to fellow classmates.

and I just want lo say thank you and 1 am going to mi

you all. Finally I just want to thank my parents and s

the people who made my four years at St. Mike's sor

of the best of my life. Thank You.
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Although there were limes when I thought this mo-

ment would never come, it is finally here! Graduation

not be happier. If there is one

icssun iu iunu uway 1 would say that with

determination anything can be achieved. I would also

like to thank my family in Slovakia and gaurdians here

in Canada, without whom I could nol have graduated

from St. Mike's. If il weren't for them, I would have

good luck.

iVA
Most flow.

,

wsm

™2™Z*

Am
"Now that don't kill me, can only make me stronger.

I need you to hurry up now, cause I can't wait much

longer. 1 know [where] I got to be right now"

- Kanye West.

One life ends and another begins. High school was
1

good, university may be better, but the memories won't

be forgotten. The 4 years of ballin with the Asian crew

things I'll miss the most, along with my friends that I

hope to see again.

Pedro Pessoa

Nick Zelenczuk

Mark Greco

Most likely to grow a beard after graduation.

1 mm Sean Douganw
\

'

y k

12
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Ron D'Souza

Anthony Mangoff
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I have cherished my 6 years worth of moments at St.

Mike's. Going to classes, eating lunch at Loblaws,

playing basketball after school. ..nothing will be

forgotten. It's sad to see everyone go, but "Don't cry

because it's over. Smile because it happened"

- Dr. Seuss. Thanks for the amazing ride and

good luck.

Unforgettable. The only word that can be used to

explain my past 6 years at St. Mike's. Firstly, I gotta

thank Papa Trenls and Mama T for footing the bill to

keep me here. Leaving here is like leaving home, and

as much as I will miss it, there are things I will never

forget. My boys, I will never forget the lives we shared

and the memories we created. I will humbly wear the

Metro Bowl ring, the cornerstone of any nutritious

breakfast for a Kerry Blue. And I will always bleed

double blue, for I proudly am a St. Michael's man.

We didn't go to high school; we went to St. Mike's.

So here's to "WHATT", most dugs, MTL '09, beaters.

ruggers, the nights we'll always remember and the

friends we'll never forget. Tre Deuce, Out. KB4L #32

St. Mike's has been a home to me and I would like t

thank my family, friends, and teachers for all the he]

along the way. I will never forget the Metro Bowl
3-Peat, the heroic times with the L-Block, and the

quality math time stories with Peaches. Here's to th

ohh C's, the scurred muns, the Stephen Yuseless". th

OHF's, the 'Real Cuts', the Ball with H and Coach
J, the functions crew, the calc crew, and finally to m
receiving brahs SB 14, CP9, and NN I you have mad

this year swell. Breaking records and having a positi

attitude since 1991 "SHOWTIME" - CT4

Just like an old man trying to return soup at a deli, I

am angry at the thought of having to leave St. Mike's.

But even though we must part ways, let the experi-

ences and memories we've had alongside one another

keep us united as a community; a brotherhood of bios,

if you will. Here's to the scenery at all those track

meets, the 4A Workout Crew, staying at the Windsor

Radisson, and repping Etobz (e's up, I's down). Best of

luck in the future boys, and try to remember what life

is really about: three buddies sitting around chewing

some gum.

It s hard to believe that our journey at St. Mike's is

coming to an end. Throughout the last 4 years we've

had our ups & downs, some good times and some bad,

but we got through it. I'd like to thank all my
classmates, the Woodbridge bus, my teachers (Mrs.

Cserer, Mr. Di Leo, Miss Di Meglio, Mrs. Gray,

Mrs. Higgins, & Mr. Carcasole) and my friends for all

the memories. I'd like to thank my siblings, and my
family for being there and supporting me throughout

my life. Most importantly I'd like to thank my parents

for sending me to St. Mike's, I finally see the

difference it makes. Thanks ForTh* MemnriocMl

Most likely to lose all his

money to the stock market.

Alex Moretto

Joseph Paolone

John Monague

Oh man, were these things due today? Alright, puttit

all six years into a hundred words is impossible, so

I'm just doing the highlights. Double lunch at Da's

green tea and Maiiies, music concerts, texting all da

breakfasts in the cat', hilarious musicals, the beach i

the Bahamas, no books, no bags, Quebec '08, tickU

tests, Period 5 spare, blem everywhere, being way tc

comfortable with all these guys. Loretto missions, at

everything else I'm going to look back on and smile

None of these memories would be possible without t

love and support from my parents, my teachers, ant

my friends. I'll never forget any of it. Much love gu>

Congrats.
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I believe (hat life is what you make it, so you might as

well make it beautiful. Since my Inst breath, I've made

it into a super-fun-awesome thrill ride, and until my
last, I'm going to keep it that way. I keep my days full

of laughter and smiles. I invite you to do the same, and

enjoy the beauty of life as I do.

Laugh! Smile! Be happy.

Whoever said nothing was impossible, never tried

slamming a revolving door. Get the boys home safe.

I'd first like to say thank you to St. Mike's for giving me

the best four years of my life. I've met some friends who

I'll probably never forget, and I've met some people,

both teachers, students and faculty, who've made an

impact on my life, both small and large. So. to you,

teachers, students, and faculty members of St. Michael's,

past, present, and future, best of luck to you all in the

future. Then again, on the other side of things, I'm still

the immature, nietrosexual. mood-swinging, game-

addicted, hentai-lovin', anime-hugging, 1337-spcaking,

lazy son of a ditch that I was four years ago. Honestly.

I've changed, but not by much. Final words, it's been

one hell of a blast. St. Mikes, and I'm definitely going to

miss you in the long run. HOO-AH!

From (he first day with Mr. Pasquah to the very last

I period with Mr. Thompson (yes. I went and checked)

(
I St. Mike's has been amazing! Thank you mom and dad

for all your support, recalling 30 year old math lessons,

and putting up with everything to see my time at

i

• St. Mike's go as wonderfully as it has. To all those who

have fought hard alongside me. for at least some

portion of my journey here at St. Mike's, all the best

on your trek here on in. The Greeks had life figured

out right from the start, "know thy self, nothing to

From not wanting to come to this school in Grade 9 to I

almost not wanting to leave, it has been a memorable 4

years. I will never forget all the brothers I made these
[

past years. Sleeping in class, playing basketball after

school, not much more can be said. Thanks for these 4
J

great years and good luck to all the grads!

"Now, this is not the end. It is not even the beginning

of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the

beginning." - Sir Winston Churchill.

It really is impossible to believe it is all over. Merci

infiniment niainan, papa, Jean Pierre, grand-mere et

grand-pcre pour votre appui et votre amour, car sans

vous, tout ceci n'aurais jamais et£ possible. Thank you

to all the friends, the amazing teachers, administration

and the Basilian Fathers. Post hoc ergo propter hoc

(After this, therefore because of it)

"Never in the history of mankind has so much been

owed by so many to so few" - Sir Winston Churchill
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"What you see depends on what you're looking for." -

Anonymous

What I've seen at St. Mike's was truly life changing.

My growth during these six years cannot be described

in words. Keep on looking in the right places.

Thanks for the memories.

Any man s lines! hour, the greatest fulfillment of all

that he holds dear, is that moment when he has worked

his heart out in a good cause and lies exhausted on the

field of battle, victorious."

- Vince Lombardi

I would like to thank parents, friends, teammates,

coaches and teachers for making St. Mike's so

memorable.

This place has defined me in so many ways, I nm
forever indebted. Part of me will always remain here.

I now realize that St. Michael's is not just a building.

It is no mere institution. It is more than a motto or a

mission statement - it is a spirit. Its blue blood runs

in each of us, and its steady heartbeat thrums in our

chests. I am so proud to share in this spirit. My
brothers, it was an honour and a privilege. Never

torget what we accomplished here. My smcerest

thanks to one and all. So we go.

From the weight room to the classroom to the count

less hours doing absolutely nothing in the locker-rooi

St. Mike's has left me with memories I will never

forget. Thank you to my entire family who have

always shown me love and support. To my close

friends who have lived every moment with me, I thai

you. A huge shout out to the Etobz boys! Boys than

for all the memories and as we all go our separate

ways always remember in the words of Steve Stifle

"just relax, take it slow and let the good times roll."

Six years have already passed by, and there are simply

no regrets. Above all, I'll never forget all my bios of

the Asian Crew, ballin' after school in the courts with

my boys, and classes with the legendary Dr. Doyle.

Thanks everyone for the memories and good luck in

the future Class of '09.

"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead,

where there is no path and leave a trail."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

First oil, I would like to thank the rents for all the

support throughout my live memorable years amongst

these yellow brick walls. It seems like only yesterday

when I first began this unforgettable journey. Here's

to Chiltle homeroom, caf cookies, not working out

enough, grade 8 track, 1st period spare, Yuseless &
the functions crew, Narducci the greatest teacher ever,

beating the wiens, late night essaying, Fr. Fulton's

fish, grade 10 camping trip, Mr. Thompson's jokes,

top cheese, Jackson!, getting eight five from Crawford,

7 Eleven days, rookie party, goombas, -physics labs

(thanks J.P), subway delays, getting Scott to read every

class, sudokus and bungow. You guys are all the best.

It s hard to believe that tour years have already gone

by. Grade nine geography with Chittlc seemed like it

was yesterday and now we're all off to

different universities. I'd like to thank my entire

family, especially my parents for giving me the

opportunity to attend St. Mike's and paying the big

bucks and to my brother for paving the way. Special

thanks to Nunzio and Miko for the great soccer

experiences and to Barry, Carcasole and Ross. To
the boys, I'll always remember Windsor soccer 08,

Zownir's Euro trip, the 4A workout crew, Grade 1

1

physics with Thompson and chilling with the

Etobicoke dudes. Cheers.

Most likely to live in

Woodbridge... forever

The Italian Crev

L-Blocl

Harry Howlett-Ber
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"Destiny is not a matter of chance; it is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be waited for; it is a thing

to be achieved." - Williams Jennings Bryan

Four years ago, or six for some, a choice was made that changed every single one of our lives forever.

A choice that brought this very special graduating class together as young, and eager 1 4 year old boys

not really knowing what they were getting themselves into. But today is a very special day, one that will b

remembered for many years to come, for today we celebrate the best years of our lives, the life long

friendships made, all the lessons learned along the way, and most importantly we celebrate the success oi

our journey from curious boys into confident men. For all of these things, we have St. Michael's to thanl

It was just 4 years ago when this particular group was brought together. We arrived at St. Michael's

in the year 2005, Lance Armstrong made history winning his 7th consecutive Tour de France,

Dnmenirn Di fa fin ^e NHL officially went on strike, the New England Patriots reign Superbowl Champions for the seconc

_ j n \T i
v straight season, Terrorists bomb London Subway stations, Hurricane Katrina devastated the south,

and the Catholic community was hit with the death of the beloved Pope John Paul II. Then there we us;

a bunch of bright eyed, peach fuzzed niners, equally frightened and timid, eager to become part of the

special experience and community offered here. We were all familiar with the school's unbelievable tradition in one way or another, whether it be the excellent

academic reputation, the unparalleled success in athletics, or the spirituality spanning over 150 years, yet very few of us truly knew what to expect of our time

here.

So as I reflected on the past few years, trying to collect all the great memories that have been made, I realized that this graduating class is not like any other. In-

dividually we are made up of scholars, athletes, musicians, philosophers, artists, actors, sports announcers in the case of Matthew Rieter, and master procrastin

tors. Yes we may come from different areas scattered all over the GTA, or Slovakia in the case of Dom Shvela, but when we are within these yellow brick wall:

we are no longer divided, we are one, practically inseparable, all empowered by the same roots of "Teach me Goodness, Discipline, and Knowledge". Each ar

every one of you sitting in front of me today has had a crucial part in all our experiences here at St. Michaels. Whether it was in the classroom half asleep fron

the late night of homework the night before, or the cafe in morning reliving the weekend events, or the library playing "Tank Trouble", on the field or in the

rink, each and every one of us had our own place in this graduating class, but it is the support we have for one another that makes us like non other.

Putting the rivalries between Woodbridge, L-block, and Etobz aside, we are all loyal to one another. We have discovered that life is a structure built upon rela-

tionships, our experiences here at St. Michael's has fostered those relationships and developed them into life long ones. As Mr. Trentadue once said at a cold,

rainy, November football practice, "No man is on an island". What took the next 4 plays to figure out, he simply meant no man can live life and go through it

alone. Our experiences together are the glue that holds all our great relationships, and we will always be bound together by this. At St. Michaels we have devel-

oped a greater sense of community, and none the less become part of a great one. That being said today is a predominantly special day because it is one of ou

last experiences we will be able to share together, only to become a memory that we will cherish forever
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We came to St. Michael's to study and learn, expand our knowledge and feed our minds. I am sure that most of us discovered immediately in our careers at St.

Michael's that our experiences here were going to be far from ordinary. A school based on over 150 years of excellence and tradition, a school with a motto

that would become our foundation, a school that we can always come back to and a school that we can call home. The education received here is definitely one

that cannot be found else where. St. Michael's is a school that prides itself in teaching its students Goodness, Discipline, and Knowledge. This motto is not only

taught to a St. Michael's student, but he lives it out. It becomes such an important part in the development of these young men, for it is the foundation in our

transformation into a St. Michael's man

The Basilian Fathers have had an important part in turning us into the tine, confident gentlemen we are today No mom, they are not the BRAZilian fathers,

they are the BASILian fathers. If it wasn't for these great men, this institution would not be what it is today. These wise men have founded and maintained this

school themselves and created the life changing experience through education, sport, and faith, available here for over 150 years. Clearly this isn't just luck of

the Irish. They have educated, mentored, and transformed young men for over 150 years. Their commitments have made the St. Michael's Community a special

one, to say the least, and provided boys with the finest in Catholic educations, something we will appreciate for the rest of our lives

It is hard to believe that our time here has come to an end so quickly. So today we are here to celebrate and reminisce on the good times. There have been far

too many amazing memories that we have shared together during the past years here, but surely they are ones that will never fade. Whether it be the leadership

camps in grades 9 and 10, late night football practices, 2006-07-08 Metrobowls, Homecoming, Buzzer games and the Dog Pound. Hawaiian Shirt, doing crazy

chants even if it was inappropriate to do so, the liberation of pocket liberation day, and the beginning of a new tradition with Fake injury day, but I was actu-

ally injured and in a wheelchair that day. Or the day that will live in infamy, Friday February 13th 2009, the day the confidential marks went in, and so the day

we completely and subconsciously "shut 'er down". It has been a blast. Our day's as students of St. Michael's College School comes to an end today, but today

also marks the beginning of our lives as St. Michael's men.

So here we are. 4 years later, a litter wiser, a little taller, hopefully a little smarter, and a lot more confident, some so much so that they feel mullets actually look

good. We leave separately just as we came on the bright September day in 2005. Soon enough we will be entering a new world, with new challenges, and obsta-

cles to overcome, where "I took the Woodbridge bus" is no longer a valid excuse for being late. It was our choice to come to St. Michaels, but unfortunately it

is not our choice that we must leave. We may be going different paths, where we will meet new people, and encounter new experiences, but it's the ones that we

have gone through together here that have made you who you are. I believe I can speak for the whole class when I honestly say that I would not be the person [

am today if not for this school. I consider myself truly blessed to have been given to opportunity to attend St. Michaels. It has been my privilege to c

my classmates, and also my friends. Yes we must say goodbye to each other for now, but we must recognize that we owe each other, now and in the futur.

the many ways we have enriched each others lives. St. Michael's is not just a school, but a brotherhood, one that has become a major part of each and everyone

of us. We came here as strangers, during our time here we became friends, but now we leave as brothers, so just remember one thing, "we didn't go to-high

school, we went to St. Mike's". I love you guys.

Thank you and God Bless.
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C.S.B., B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.

President & CEO
B.B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.

Principal

C.S.B., B.A., B.Ed., M.Div.

Dean of Students

B.A., B.Ed., M.A.

Vice Principal
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B.Sc, B.Ed., M.A.

Vice Principal
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B.A.,B.Ed.

Media Arts, Visual Arts

B.A., B.Ed.

Science, Physical Education

B.P.H.E., B.Ed,

latics, Physical Education

B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed, M.T.S.

Theology, Philosophy

B.A., B.Ed.

History
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B.A.,B.Ed.

Theology

B.A.,B.Ed.,MA.

English

B.A., B.Ed.

Core Intermediate, Mathematics
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B.P.H.E., B.Ed.

Core Intermediate, Geography

B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed.

English

B.A., B.Ed.

Core Intermediate, French

B.H.K., B.Ed.

Geography, Physical Education
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B.Sc, B.Ed., Dip.A.T.Ac.A.T.C.

Physics, Science
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B.Sc, B.Ed.

Mathematics

B.A., B.Ed.

Core Intermediate, Geography

B.A., B.Ed.

Learning Enrichment Centre
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B.A., B.Ed., M.T.S. B.Sc, B.Ed.

Computer Science, Mathematics

B.A., B.Ed.

Design Technology

B.A., B.Ed.

French, Italian

B.A., B.Ed., M.A.

French, Italian

B.A.,B.Ed.

French, Italian

B.A.

Music
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B.A., M.Litt., Ph.D.

Classical Civilization, Latin
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B.A.,B.Ed.

History, Mathematics

B.A.,B.Ed.,M.A.

Civics, Geography, Theology

B.Sc.,B.Ed.,M.A.

Mathematics, Computer Science

B.A., B.Ed.

English

B.A.,B.Ed.,M.A.

Careers, English

MxM&id^
B.Sc, B.Ed.

Science

B.Sc. B.Ed.

Science

JH^.L. Q

B.A.,B.Ed.

Guidance
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B.Sc, B.Ed., M.Div.

Mathematics

B.A.,B.Ed.

Visual Arts

B.Sc, B.Ed.

Science
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B.P.H.E., B.Ed., M.Ed.

Science

B.A., B.Ed.

English
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B.A., B.Ed.

Economics, Geography

C.S.B., B.Ed., S.T.B., A.R.C.T. B.P.H.E., B.Ed., M.Ed. Director of Advancement
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M.Sc.

Assistant IT

Arena, C.I.T. Communications and

Advancement Assistant
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Not
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B.A.

Director of Communications

Secretary to the President

and Principal

Receptionist Admissions Assistant
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Maintenance

M.I.S.
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